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Dear Graduates:

On this the happiest and most important day of your academic career, you are also making history, because you are graduating at the close of one of the University of Houston’s most spectacular years.

In January, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching elevated UH to its highest category, the equivalent of Tier One – one of only 109 institutions from among 4,800 colleges and universities in the nation thus classified.

Then, in March, came the inclusion of the University of Houston in The Princeton Review’s “Best 376 Colleges: 2012 Edition,” bringing added value to your degree.

As we rejoice in these achievements, always remember that the University of Houston is a very special place. It is the place that welcomed you, helped you grow intellectually, and encouraged you on your life journey. It is the place that, thanks to our incredible diversity, has provided you with the experiences to work, feel at home, and succeed anywhere in the world. And it is the place where your dreams of a tier-one college education have become a reality with the support and guidance of your parents, families, friends, and professors.

As you leave today – proud alumni of the University of Houston – you will do so in the knowledge that you are a member of the best prepared, best educated, and best equipped class this university has ever produced. You will carry with you the knowledge your professors have shared with you, the wisdom you have gained as you matured, and the personal experiences and friendships that will last you a lifetime.

With warmest regards and best wishes,

Renu Khator

Renu Khator
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THE HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

The University of Houston's proud heritage dates back to its founding in 1927. In the beginning, UH was known as Houston Junior College. Classes for the first 230 students were held at San Jacinto High School and were taught by a faculty of eight. Over the years, the junior college grew and prospered, officially becoming the University of Houston in 1934. Two years later, the institution acquired land for a permanent campus and its first building, the Roy G. Cullen Building, opened in 1939. The university became a state institution in 1963.

Today, the University of Houston is a Carnegie-designated Tier One public research university, serving nearly 40,000 students with more than 300 undergraduate and graduate programs. UH stands at the forefront of education, research and service with more than 40 research centers and institutes and sponsors more than 300 partnerships with corporate, civic and governmental agencies. UH public service and community activities, such as cultural offerings, clinical services, policy studies and small-business initiatives, serve a diverse metropolitan population. Likewise, the resources of the Gulf Coast Region complement and enrich the university's academic programs, providing students with professional expertise, practical experience and career opportunities. UH has awarded more than 250,000 degrees, and approximately 80 percent of our alumni remain in the Houston area.

THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON SYSTEM

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, teaching centers offering University of Houston degrees and classes opened in Clear Lake, downtown Houston and Victoria. Over time, these teaching centers became free-standing universities, offering education and opportunity to their communities. The University of Houston System was legally established in 1977. Today, the UH System is the region's largest provider of comprehensive university services from the baccalaureate to the doctorate. The UH System plays a primary role in meeting the higher education needs of the Houston metropolitan area and Texas. It is comprised of four universities and five teaching centers. The accredited universities in the UH System are: University of Houston, UH-Downtown, UH-Clear Lake and UH-Victoria. The teaching centers are UHS-Sugar Land, UHS-Cinco Ranch, UHS-Northwest, UHCL-Pearland and UHS-Texas Medical Center.
Academic costumes of today have a history of nearly eight centuries. In medieval Europe, all townspeople wore long flowing robes and gowns. The materials and colors were governed by royal decree. Gradually, distinctive gowns were developed for the various professions, trades and guilds. Scholars wore robes and hoods to protect their shaved heads. Later, skullcaps were worn on the head and the hoods became a cape that could be pulled over the head during unpleasant weather. As additional universities were founded, distinctive forms of the gown and hood were adapted by their faculties for bachelors (apprentices of the arts), masters (teachers) and doctors (teachers who had completed postgraduate studies). When caps and hats came into fashion in the 15th century, the hoods became ornamental, draped over the shoulders and down the back. The academic hat was first worn as a symbol of the master’s degree and existed in various forms. The mortarboard style comes to us from Oxford University. When academic costumes came to America in 1754, styles were quite varied. In Europe, they still are; however, in our country, usage has been standardized by the Intercollegiate Code of Academic Costume.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C. T. Bauer College of Business</th>
<th>Conrad N. Hilton College of Hotel and Restaurant Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bachelor’s Degree</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bachelor’s Degree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tassel: Dark Blue</td>
<td>Tassel: Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Master’s Degree</strong></td>
<td><strong>Master’s Degree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hood: Drab</td>
<td>Hood: Navy, Red and White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tassel: Black</td>
<td>Tassel: Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doctoral Degree</strong></td>
<td><strong>Doctoral Degree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hood: Dark Blue</td>
<td>Hood: Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tassel: Red</td>
<td>Tassel: Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Education</th>
<th>CONRAD N. HILTON COLLEGE OF HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bachelor’s Degree</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bachelor’s Degree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tassel: Light Blue</td>
<td>Tassel: Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Master’s Degree</strong></td>
<td><strong>Master’s Degree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hood: Light Blue</td>
<td>Hood: Navy, Red and White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tassel: Black</td>
<td>Tassel: Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doctoral Degree</strong></td>
<td><strong>Doctoral Degree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hood (Ed.D.): Light Blue</td>
<td>Hood: Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hood (Ph.D.): Dark Blue</td>
<td>Tassel: Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cullen College of Engineering</th>
<th>College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bachelor’s Degree</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bachelor’s Degree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tassel: Orange</td>
<td>Tassel: Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Master’s Degree</strong></td>
<td><strong>Master’s Degree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hood: Orange</td>
<td>Hood: Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tassel: Black</td>
<td>Hood (Music Only): Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doctoral Degree</strong></td>
<td><strong>Doctoral Degree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hood: Dark Blue</td>
<td>Hood: Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tassel: Red</td>
<td>Tassel: Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics</th>
<th>College of Technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bachelor’s Degree</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bachelor’s Degree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tassel: Golden Yellow</td>
<td>Tassel: Maroon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Master’s Degree</strong></td>
<td><strong>Master’s Degree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hood: Golden Yellow</td>
<td>Hood: Maroon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tassel: Black</td>
<td>Tassel: Black</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Technology</th>
<th>Conrad N. Hilton College of Hotel and Restaurant Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bachelor’s Degree</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bachelor’s Degree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tassel: Maroon</td>
<td>Tassel: Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Master’s Degree</strong></td>
<td><strong>Master’s Degree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hood: Maroon</td>
<td>Hood: Navy, Red and White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tassel: Black</td>
<td>Tassel: Black</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CEREMONIAL SYMBOLS

The Seal
Throughout history, seals have been used to authenticate official documents. The University of Houston’s and UH System’s seals both bear the Official Seal of Arms of General Sam Houston, as handed down to him from his noble ancestors. It includes the escutcheon in the center of the seal – consisting of checkered chevrons denoting nobility and three martlets, gentle lowland birds that symbolize peace and deliverance. A winged hourglass is placed above the shield. Surmounting this is the motto “In Tempore,” meaning “In Time.” The greyhounds indicate speed of giving aid. The UH seal was first adopted in 1938 as the present campus was established. Although the look of the seal has evolved over the years, the first version was etched into the floor of the Roy G. Cullen Building.

University Mace
The Mace, which is carried in academic processions, is a staff symbolizing the university’s authority and unity. The tradition of the academic mace began in the late 14th century when two ancient instruments, the royal scepter and the battle mace, were combined to form a university president’s symbol of authority.

The Alma Mater
All hail to thee,
Our Houston University.
Our hearts fill with gladness
When we think of thee.
We’ll always adore thee
Dear old varsity.
And to thy memory cherished,
True we’ll ever be.

Words and music by Harmony Class of 1942
F. Kenneth Bailey Jr.

The President’s Medallion is being awarded to F. Kenneth Bailey Jr., founding partner in the law firm of Bailey Perrin Bailey. His practice is primarily devoted to mass torts and personal injury litigation. Before founding Bailey Perrin Bailey, he was a founder and name partner with the Houston law firm of Williams Bailey Law Firm, LLP. Most notably, Bailey’s firm represented Texas against the tobacco companies in 1997, which resulted in the largest settlement in U.S. history.

Bailey is a UH alumnus who distinguished himself in the intercollegiate athletics arena and has been a loyal friend and generous supporter of his alma mater. He earned a bachelor’s of business administration degree in 1969, and a doctor of jurisprudence in 1972. As an undergrad, Bailey played on the Cougar football team as a quarterback. During this time, he was the recipient of the Charles Saunders Award for outstanding scholarship and athleticism.

Bailey’s ties to the university continued after graduation, and he served UH during an important time of growth. He has loyally served as a member on the UH Law Foundation Board, the Cougar Pride Advisory Board, the Tier One Advisory Board, and as Chairman of the End Zone Complex Campaign. Not only has Bailey been a key participant in the process of building a stronger university, but he has also been exceptionally generous in his financial support of the UH Law Center, for which he was designated the “Super Hero” at the 2001 Law Center Gala, and of UH Athletics. His wife Carole is also a graduate of the University and she shares the enthusiasm of her husband in supporting the University of Houston.

Thanks to his professional success and to his support and friendship, F. Kenneth Bailey Jr. is an invaluable contributor to the Cougar legacy.
The Honorable Wilhelmina E. “Beth” Robertson

President Renu Khator and the University of Houston are proud to award the well-deserved honor of the President’s Medallion to The Honorable Wilhelmina E. “Beth” Robertson for her dedicated service to the UH System and the University of Houston and for decades of community philanthropy.

As a granddaughter of Hugh Roy Cullen and Lillie Cranz Cullen, UH’s founding family and first major benefactors, Ms. Robertson has continued her family’s legacy of championing the UH System and the University of Houston.

She served for six years on the UH System Board of Regents, and was its Chair from 1993 to 1996. During that time, she also led a fundraising effort to acquire the Frank Stella murals that grace the Moores Opera House. Most recently, she has been active as a member of the president’s Tier One Advisory Board.

As a tireless and committed community volunteer and philanthropic leader, she serves on the boards of The Welch Foundation and the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston. She is an active advisory board member for the James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy, member of The University of Texas Health Science Center Development Board, member of the Council of the Greater Houston Community Foundation, and board member of the Houston Zoo and Houston Wilderness. In addition, she serves on the boards of The Cullen Trust for Health Care and the Cullen Foundation.

In recognition and gratitude for her service to the institution, Ms. Robertson was awarded a Doctor of Humane Letters degree, honoris causa, by the University of Houston in 1998, and received the University of Houston Alumni Association’s President’s Award in 2003.

She has received the YWCA Carroll Sterling Masterson Woman of the Year Award, the Kinkaid School Distinguished Alumna Award, and the Phi Beta Kappa Outstanding Contribution to Education Award, and was named Houston’s Outstanding Community Volunteer Fundraiser of 2008 on National Philanthropy Day.

Ms. Robertson is a native Houstonian and graduate of The University of Texas. She is president of the investment firm Cockspur, Inc., and the Austin real estate development company Westview Development, Inc.
The President’s Medallion is being awarded to the Houston Hispanic Chamber of Commerce (HHCC), which was founded in 1977 by a group of prominent Hispanic business people and is now the voice of over 70,000 Hispanic businesses in Houston. The HHCC continues to be the leading regional advocate for economic and civic interests of the Hispanic business community, and has developed partnerships with over 100 strategic partners, including the University of Houston, that leverage local economic resources.

The HHCC has earned numerous accolades for its advocacy and community service. In 2009, it received the prestigious National Large Hispanic Chamber of the Year Award, and the Regional Large Hispanic Chamber of the Year Award from the United States Hispanic Chamber of Commerce.

Accepting the President’s Medallion on behalf of the Houston Hispanic Chamber of Commerce is its President and Chief Executive Officer, Laura Murillo, who was named to the dual posts in 2007.

The organization’s membership and revenues increased over 400% and 100%, respectively, during Murillo’s first two years leading HHCC. Moreover, HHCC-sponsored events have reached record-breaking attendance, making it one of the largest chambers in the United States.

Thanks to Murillo’s advocacy and support for her alma mater, the Houston Hispanic Chamber of Commerce actively endorsed the University of Houston’s case for Tier One funding during the 82nd Texas Legislature, and she and the HHCC continue to champion the partnership between the HHCC and the University of Houston to promote student success and economic development for our region.

Murillo is a “triple alumna” of the University of Houston, where she earned a bachelor’s degree in journalism, and master’s and doctorate degrees in education.
Academic honors are based on the requirements of the catalogue year students entered the university. The final designation for honors is determined by the Provost’s Office upon final completion of all degree requirements.

**PRE-FALL 2010 CATALOGUE**

Undergraduate students who complete their degree requirements under any catalogue prior to Fall 2010 will graduate with the stated academic honors if they achieve the following grade point averages earned in the last sixty-six (66) hours completed at the University of Houston.

- 3.75 to 4.0  Summa Cum Laude (with Highest Honors)
- 3.50 to 3.74  Magna Cum Laude (with High Honors)
- 3.25 to 3.49  Cum Laude (with Honors)

**FALL 2010 CATALOGUE**

Undergraduate students who complete their degree requirements under the Fall 2010 catalogue will graduate with the stated academic honors if they achieve the following grade point averages earned in the last fifty-four (54) hours completed at the University of Houston.

- 3.90 to 4.0  Summa Cum Laude (with Highest Honors)
- 3.70 to 3.89  Magna Cum Laude (with High Honors)
- 3.50 to 3.69  Cum Laude (with Honors)
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

DECEMBER 2011

C. T. BAUER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Mary F. Geddie ¹
The Influence of Corporate Governance on Market Reactions to Bond Rating Downgrade
Professor Kay Newberry, Advisor

Ryan R. Mullins ¹
Relationship Quality Inaccuracy: Causes and Consequences of Salesperson Misconception
Dr. Michael Ahearne, Advisor

Susana Velez-Castrillon ¹
The Strategic Fit between Board of Director Characteristics and the External Environment, and Its Fit on Firm Reputation
Dr. Dusya Vera, Advisor

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Mearo Abed-Stephen
Noor Ahmed
Daniel Mehdi Alavi ¹
Sheetal K. Bafna ¹
DeWonne A. Bellamy
Joel H. Berry ¹
Drene N. Bismark
Michael Blair
Kevin M. Bordosky ¹
Thomas Brady Breaux
Nicholas R. Brunson
David Burman ¹
Phillip J. Campbell
Jonathan Yu-Ho Chan
Jesus A. Chapa ¹
Sarah J. Choi
Christopher Philips Chow
Karin Yin Chow
Ty Allen Cline
Michael Bernard Conklin ¹
Jason B. Craig
Ty D. Crum
Anton David
David De La O
Seethawakage P. De Seram ¹
Amanda Marie Delgado
Dipesh G. Desai ¹
James Emerson ¹
Chigoezi Emuchay ¹
Trevor Fields ¹
Erlin Blatzer Flis ¹
Dongjun Fu
Timothy Joseph Galligan ¹
Roshni Grotra ¹
Calhoun Hamilton
Greg Allen Headberg ¹
Clinton A. Holmes
Kevin Robert Hudson
Brandon Jacobs
Donovan Jacob Jee
Charlotte A. Johnson ¹
Michael Johnson ¹
Alaa Kasfarani
Aliona S. Kabakina ¹
Tamra Lanett Kenebrew
Igor Kostjuhin
Jenny Lynn Kotzenmacher
Kimberley Lindsey Kramer
Darui Lan ¹
Robert Jed Leland Lawson ¹
Sophia Kuroinyea Lawson ¹
Tony Nam Le
Jemina MacHarry
Hari Madhusoodanan-Pillai ¹

Vidhi Majmudar ¹
Xiaodan Mao
Jesse J. Maricelli
Zain Master ¹
Stuart A. McAllister ¹
Jason Louie Mejia
Veronica A. Menchaca ¹
Angela Wang Mestre
Evonne Christine Mick
Jennifer Mincey
Amber Donae Mitchell
Ahamed Rashad Mohammed
Jason Michael Moody
Alison Myers
Uday Suresshbal Nemani ¹
Johnny Tuan Nguyen
Kristina Le Nguyen
Van Hoang Nguyen ¹
Vin Nguyen
Anusmita Padhi ¹
Akrutiben U. Patel
Danny Mahesh Patel ¹
Steven Albert Prichard
Audrey Pustka
Britton Michael Quinn
Jessica Nicole Raimundo
Bhakta Ram
Frank G. Ramirez
Patricia L. Records
Sean Reese
Corey Elizabeth Rodriguez ¹
Jose Garcia Rodriguez
Brandon Savisky
Jessica Schilling
Robert Christopher Sharp ¹
Austin Shaw ¹
George D. Shaw
Harmeet Singh
Christopher Strachan
Kevin Ta
On Y. Tang
Christine Thorp
Samir Vadgama
Amy L. Vandaveer
James William Vildibill
Henry Ricardo Wallace II
Spencer B. Wallen ¹
Thomas S. Watson
Thomas John Wetterauer ¹
Sarah Allison White ¹
Anthony Williams ¹
Travis W. Witherspoon
Traci J. Wright
William David Wright
Lina Xg ¹
Michelle Yelton

¹ Summa Cum Laude - ² Magna Cum Laude - ³ Cum Laude - ⁴ Dean’s Excellence Award - ⁵ Banner Bearer (highest GPA in college)
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

December 2011

Stephen Clark Young 4
Wilbert Ivan Zapata
Travis J. Ziebro

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTANCY

Papa K. Agyemang
Ana Ahmed
Donny Ray Asbell
Madison E. Askins
Sarah Masaud Baaba
Karen Balderrama Palacios
Eddie Jinwoo Bang
Matthew Martin Barnes
Rita Anne Barnett
Robert Sim Barnwell
Leah A. Blanchi
Luke Michael Caden 4
Melinda Carter 4
Wing Man Chan 4
Alhaj Ullah Chaudhry
Lewis Alexander Coleman
William Cooper
Edwin A. Correa
Kristin Nicole Craig 4
David Crawford Crumrine 4
Hiep Huy Dang
John Leo Dinkjian
Melissa Anne Drozd
Diego Josue Estrada 4
Kiran Faisal 4
Ann Martha Flanagan 4
Alessandro Fontanez
Wendi George 4
Michael Patrick Golden 4
Laura Galaviz Ham 4
Zachary William Hannah
Sarah Christine Harrison
Emily Elizabeth Heather
Melissa Carolina Hernandez
Diego Josue Estrada 4
Kiran Faisal 4
Ann Martha Flanagan 4
Alessandro Fontanez
Wendi George 4
Michael Patrick Golden 4
Laura Galaviz Ham 4
Zachary William Hannah
Sarah Christine Harrison
Emily Elizabeth Heather
Melissa Carolina Hernandez
Tze Kit Ho
Eric Ho Jui 4
Veranika M. Karlin
Stephanie Jane Kelesoglou
Younghun Kim
Katherine Gayle Kruse 4
Hanh N. Le
Jordan Daniel Legg 4
Zhen Li 4
I-Ching Lu
Li Lu 4
Jing Luo
William Allen Maher
Michelle Lavone Marquardt
Clyde A. McNiel
Kelly Hanh Nguyen
Ayotunde Oladapo 4
Jessica Trina Palacios Salazar 4
John K. Penewitt II

Min Peng 4
Ashley M. Pergande
Ioannis P. Pletsas
Maria Julia Porta 4
Lea Marie Ruka
Karen Guadalupe Saldana
Nuria Stanja Seijas 4
Mohammad Taher Siddiqui 4
Randy Eugene Smith II
Olufunmilaya M. Soetan
Xirui Song
Angela Lashawn Stephens 4
Jennerer Thai
Timothy Otto Ton 4
Amy Tran
William Waivah Tso 4
Maria Vera
Nathalie Villareal
Cheng-Hsiao Wang
David Rooyne Wang 4
Meng Wang 4
Qi Wang
David Clarence Yorke
Ma Yu
Kala Cassandra Yuille
Yao Zhai
Fan Zhang
Qian Zhang
Gulzhanat Zhylybayeva

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE

Craig Thomas Blanchfield 4
Andrew Terrell Hauch
Daowei Liu
Jose Martinez Gracida
Roland Noah Mercier
Abraham Sameel
Sarah Ann Watkins
Anjing Yin 4
Yao Zhan

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Anish Samuel Abraham
Amil Assi 4
Mikos Victor Adams
Katheleen Louisa Adolfsson
Muhammed Arqam Zaheer Afaq
Lorena Aguilar 4
Alina Akhmetova
Azmita J. Ali 2
Farwa Ali
Shoaib S. Ali
Syed Z. Ali 2
Ratob Mohammed Almasri Jr.
Rayan Fahad Alshnim
Orfeilia J. Altuna
Iliana Carolina Alviter
Estefania Ximena Alzamora 4
Martha G. Amaya
Jasim Ambriz 4
Muhammad Noman Amin
Yau An 4
Aydhe Anaya
Isamar Andujo
Khek Wu Ang 2
Adam D. Ansel
Christopher Anzuere 1
Angel Max Arciniegas
Alizhe Asif 2
Ndubwe Isaiah Asonye
Andrew Chit-Man Au
Kristen Joseph August
Stephen Bradley August
Ian J. Avera
Chika I. Ayozie
Dane Marcus Babbitt
Nima Bagheri
Asadullah Mohammed Baig
Brittany Elizabeth Ball 3
Michael Stephen Barber
Bryan James Barger
Brittany Nichole Barnhart
Germam Barrientos
Andrew James Bartels II
Chelsea Madison Bean
Julianne Ryan Becker
Joseph Pierre Beijiani
Shelia E. Benajmin
Nikita Bhatnagar 2
Charles Elliott Bickley III 3
Grantley H. Bishop
Danielle Denise Black
Kaitlin Audriane Blair
Krista Nicole Bohannon
Joe Thomas Booth
Ricardo Jonathan Bourne
Keith Allen Bradley 2
Scott W. Breeden 4
Christopher Michael Brown
Jennifer Diane Buell
Travis A. Buttram
John-Marcus Canales
Mai Nhu Cao 3
Zhuqiong Alice Cao
Santos A. Capello 1
Eddie Capistran
Pablo Alexander Carrillo
Jenny M. Castaneda
Edwin Daniel Castillo
Angie M. Cedeno 3
Lisa Kanisha Celestine
Hasan Chal
Hoi Ki Chan
Jery Chang 3
Tai Thanh Chau 1
Tushar Chand Chawla
Harold Chia
Joshua Giau Chiem
Chun H. Chou 2
Mujtaba Sajeeedali Choudhary
Wan Lung Chow 3
Jo-Ping Chu 3
Chiu-Wen Chuang
Christin N. Clark 3
Shante Lavette Clark
Ashley Nicole Cochran
Garret A. Cohen 2
Whitney Paige Collins 1
Steven D. Colvin 3
Nicholas Contreras
Christopher Edward Cooper 2
Warren James Cormier Jr. 3
Courtney C. Cortez
Christina Marie Coryea
Aliraza Dadwani 2
Erum A. Dadwani
Liting Cherie Dai 2
Prem Harish Dalwadi
Courtney Erin Davenport
Rolla Y. Day 1
Sandra Lizeth De Hoyos
David De Ita
Diamond Shekira De Vies-Ellis
Francesca Del Rosso 3
Chau Dang Lai Deo 2
Xuan An Dinh 3
Hana Hong Do
Michael Vu Do 1
Francis Dorrego 2
Ezequiel Duenas Jr.
Vy Thao Duong
Melanie Monique Easy
Arica D. Edwards 1
Benjamin Elgenio
Michelle Elisa Eguis 3
Vanessa Yvonne Elizondo
Jason Mitchell Elliott
Rebekah Danielle Elliott 1
Michael Alexander Ellis
Jesus Alberto Enriquez
Pilar M. Fanaselle
Jeffrey Mustafa Faran
Shaghayegh F. Farkooshi
Kristopher Michael Farr
Hussain Aquil Feroznorewalla
Alexis Nataly Figueroa 3
Chris David Fletcher
Ernest L. Flores Jr.
Maria Flores
Maria Dolores Flores
Stephanie Dyan Flores
Kyle John Folmer 3
Eric Michael Fryar
Vanessa Guadalupe Fuentes 2
Shaun Stephen Gaffney 3
Rachel Marie Gambuzza
Epilida Jochabed Gamez 2
Zijian Gang
Robert Joseph Garay 1
Fabiola Garcia
Francisco Baudel Garcia 3
Joseph Rene Garcia
Karen Stephania Garcia
Christopher Anthony Garza
Priscilla Garza
Mark V. Gayao
Michael Lloyd Gbenoba II
Ghezelle Zoe George
Sameer A. Ghafoor
Sandra Radwan Ghanem
Mohammad Khurum Ghani
Karen L. Shuemei
Sean Eric Glassel 3
Nicole Marie Golyer 3
Lesley Denisse Gomez
Ricardo Gomez 3
Daniela A. Gonzalez 2
Daniel Edwin Gordon
Brittany Shenea Graham
Arque L. Gray
Brittany Deshae Green 3
Jessica L. Grier
Andrea Cheri Griffin
Randy D. Gross 1
Jairo Neftali Guandique
Sonali Marisela Guerra
Crescencio D. Guerrero
Gilberto Ivan Guerrero
Phung G. Ha 2
Jasmine Priscilla Hagler
Kaine Jamame Hampton
Chase Braaten Hansen
Spencer Allen Hanzik
Christopher Hartman
Shirin Hasan
Chris M. Heinze 2
Michael Lewis Hemingson
Andrew G. Hemphill
Javier Ricardo Hernandez 2
Azhar Allaeddin Hirani
Bryan Daniel Hoang
Tracie Chio Hang 1
Christin Lee Hobbs
Avery Elkins Plumber Holliman
Zeesah Hooda 1
Charles Jacob Horne
Fabian Hoyos 2
Kenney Huang
Fei W. Hubbard
Diem-Trang Ngoc Huynh 2
Rex Thanhchan Huynh
Jose Ibara Jr. 3
Asad Imran 3
Kent In
Johnny George Inthaphone
Amna Istafo 2
Anum Jakvari
Aurangzeb Jalili 2
Kyle Michael Jarrell 1
Lissareth Jasso
Brandon Michael Jenkins
Jephun Cherian Joy
Kribhaben Krishnakant Kalani
Mohamed Y. Kamal
Adeline Alesia Karan
Titana Kazansky 2
Coby James Kennard 1
Amber M. Kennedy 1
Danial Ahmad Khan
Mohammed K. Khan 2
Sana A. Khan
Imran T. Khaja 3
Omar I. Kidwai
Victoria Mambwe Kinabo
Byron Conrad King 2
Christopher Michael King 3
Bradley M. Kramer
Joseph Albert Kuuire
Wang K. Kwok
Mariam Lakhrany
Linda Lam
Lukas Logan Langford
Kalea Darnae Lawrence
Mindy N. Le 3
Viet Quoc Le 2
Angel Ann Lee
Jeanne M. Lesikar
Ting Li
George Chao-Chi Liao
Brittany J. Liner
Daniel Ken Liu
Taisssia S. Lonako 3
Ana Bertha Lomas 3
Angie Roxana Lopez
Dan Lu
Wanjun Lu
Robert Joseph Lullo II
Linda Luong
Vanja Lutu 3
Amy Luu
Alexander Michael Lyons 3
Ning Hisin Ma
Elezar Maldonado 3
Malcolm Delshaun Manley
Alfred Leandre Marcos
April Marie Martin
Alexandria Sylena Martinez 2
Carissa Itzel Martinez
Elizabeth Martinez
Esveida Martinez
Jose Alejandro Martinez Jr.
Marcos Antonio Martinez
Erika Lizette Mata 3
Darris Mathew
Jay Dayal Mathur 3
Jeremy Ryan McCraw
Kristopher Willaim McDaniel
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

December 2011

Joel Shaffer McDonald
Sahar Meegani ³
Michelle Meliado
Joel Mendoza
Bethany Alaina Miles
John Arlington Miller ³
Jorge Jose Miranda
Faizan M. Mirza ³
Grace Marie Moceri
Rania Ali Mohsen ³
Francisca Lizbeth Molina
Mehwish Momin ³
Nazish Z. Momin
Sohab Fazalali Momin ²
Edna Mondragon
Amanda Lee Moody ²
Silvia Magaly Moreira ³
Jesus Moreno
Abraham Saleh Mouasher
Jieun Nam
Mehwish Nasir ³
Salima Mansur Nathoo ³
Carlos Navarro III ³
Muhammad Asghar Nawaz
Sadaf Naz
Lauren Alexandra Neely
Cameron Phillip Nessmith
Jacqueline Huyin Ng ³
Jeany M. Ngo
Jennifer Thanhtrang Ngo ³
Thuy Tuong Ngo
Alexandria N. Nguyen ³
Amanda Nguyen
An Quoc Nguyen
An T. Nguyen
Angel Thiennnga Nguyen
Arthur Nguyen
Bao L. Nguyen ²
Dat Dinh Nguyen ³
Deana Nguyen ³
Jason L. Nguyen ²
Lan T. Nguyen
Lawrence Nguyen
Phuoc Minh Nguyen ³
Tony Hoang Nguyen
Tram D. Nguyen
Tramty Th Nguyen
Uyen K. Nguyen
Van Long Tan Nguyen ²
Vy Lan Nguyen
Kevin Benjamin Nhan ²
Cecile Yvonne Norton
Adhiba Nneka Obiagbo
Miriam Ochoa
Christopher C. Ogbonna ³
Abisola Moriam Olayinka
Simisolaoluwa Adebuokun Oni
Dellia Orozco
Ricardo A. Orozco
Katherine Ann Oshay ²
Fernando B. Osorio
Rebecca Osorio
Megan Elise Owen ¹
William Council Padon
Wallis Isabel Paez
Katia M. Palazuelos
Abigail Pardo ²
Avish Ashokkumar Patel ³
Hina Ghanshyam Patel
Nikesh J. Patel
Parth Harshad Patel
Sarika Piyush Patel ²
Rubain Farook Patrawala
Faviola Denise Pena
Nigel Jude Pereira ¹
Cesar E. Perez ²
Elizabeth Perez
Mehdi Pezeshki
Tho Ngoc Pham
Dang Ky Pho
Jason J. Fish
Jared Allen Plank
Juan Miguel Polio
Mathew Bashar Pous
Anis A. Pradisa ³
Jorge Alfredo Preciado ³
Amirali A. Premani ³
Heather Marie Price ¹
Jeri Joseph Pulliyil
Samuel Christian Radke
Wissam Fouad Rafeedie
Hatim Shabbir Raja
Edgar Ramirez
Aracel Ramos ³
Amber Rose Rangel
Sanjay Mark Reddy ²
Benjamin Carl Reese
Sidrah Rehman
Courtney Nicole Reif
Roxana Dalia Renteria ¹
Emily Marie Resendez
Ana Maria Reyes
Robbie Tayao Reyes
Victoria Elena Reyes
Kirk Alden Richards
Jessica L. Robinson
Michael P. Robinson
Daniel Rigo Rodriguez
Winah Lee Abarca Rodriguez
Jose Manuel Ruiz ²
Kylie Leigh Ruiz ¹
Rudy Ruiz
Keeyan Sabzghabaian ²
Sadiq Saleem Sachwani
Kevin Sadikhin ³
Stephanie Lynn Salas
Tabraz M. Salim
Francisco J. Salinas Jr.
Julio S. Salonga ³
Ana Julia Sanchez ²
Carlos Andres Sanchez
Roberto Saucedo
Thomas L. Savre
Aaron Michael Schwab
Arain Leroy Scott
Charles Alexander Scott
Karolena Serratos
Dave Ashok Shah
Zain Zaman Shenwar ²
Oliver Shi
Elise Hyun Shin ¹
Anthony Aiken Sicignano ³
Hafta Afabt Sliat ²
Nidhi S. Sinha
Nicole Renee Skupnja ¹
Andrew Ray Smerek ¹
Derrick J. Smith
Matt Solomon
Raquel Solorzano-Luna
Nishil P. Soni
Beatriz Adriana Soto ²
Isaac Spencer
John Tyler Stenz ²
Joseph John Stephen ¹
Alisa Gayle Stevenson-Williams
Hammad Ahmad Sultan
Anna Mary Suryapranata ³
Megan Elise Suter
Rzan Swaidan ²
Kurt Joseph Szymanski
Steve J. Ta ²
Matthew C. Tache ³
Rizwan Tai ³
Jesse Talamantez Jr. ³
Angela S. Tamborello ³
Nga Ngoc Tang
Thao Le Xuan Tang
Ha N. Thai
Constantine Nicodemos Thanos
Trung Tat Thieu
Dylan C. Thom
Jose Angel Tirado
Anh Van To ²
Vanessa K. To
James Edward Tolbert ²
Layla Torzkadeh ¹
Adrian P. Torres ²
Luis Benjamin Torres ³
Anh Mai Tran ²
Khai Minh Tran ³
Bien Si Tran
Loan Thi Tran
Lyna My Tran
Nathan Hnin Tran ³
Phuong Ai Tran
Samantha Le Tran
Tiffany Chau Tran
Truc Tran ³
Victoria Hoang Tran
Candidates for graduation
December 2011

Vy Tran
Jake R. Treece ³
Leonel Trejo
Christopher Mark Trevino ³
Travis Russell Trial ³
Nina Triu ³
Anna Thy Trinh ³
Lindsey Renee Tristan ³
Polina Vadimova Tropashko ³
Brian Truong
Henry William Truong ³
Thuy Vuong Thi Truong ³
John Cotton Turner
Krishtian Renee Turner
Rene M. Moran Umanzor ³
Chelsea Jo Unbehagen
Chester O. Uzoma
Gia H. Van ³
Cynthia Tohma Varghese
Irene Vasquez
Maria-Isabel Velasco-Fauvet ¹
Berenice Velazquez ³
John Wayne Vercher ³
Maricela Villanueva
Bobby Melvin Vincent Jr.
Ani Saeed Virani
Long Thanh Vo
Shelby Lynn Vogt
Quynh Pham Nhat Vu
Dylan E. Weaver
Jessica C. West
Andrew James Wicks ²
Rachel Lee Wilder
Patrick Jerard Williams ³
Nathan Sloan Willoughby
Hanibal Wolderehapel Woldegiorgis ¹
Lai Y. Wong ³
Christopher Jamel Woods
Horalia G. Worrell
Emily Iyin Wu ³
Chen Yao ²
Kyle Waden Young
Wingyang Yu ²
Alhussein Selfuddin Yusufali ³
Shayan Rafiq Zaveri
Christopher Alan Zavesky ³
Huan Zhang
Tuyet V. Zipp

Master of Business Administration
Lauren Jill Adamczyk
Monica Adame
Victoria O. Ajemian ⁴
Thirradiade Oyinde Ashaye
Maria Asher ⁴
Mohamed Chaker Boukamcha ⁴
David N. Chan ⁴
Jeffrey A. Clifton
Samuel D. Davenport
Jason Lee De Lane
Lorand Jason Edwards ⁴
Enyinna E. Emuchay ⁴
Khalid W. Esmail
Basil Faraqui
Simone Fourie
Cory Dwayne Geiger
Tabinda Ghani
Kurt Hall
William Perry Hicks
Ryota Higuchi
Tyler Hill
Christine Hsui ⁴
Angie Hui ⁴
Ovgu Icten
John Hagop Kantarian
Manbro N. Lee
Jeremy Lo ⁴

Gautam K. Mandal
Kylie Uyen Nguyen ⁴
Thanh Chi Nguyen
Thuan Cong Nguyen ⁴
Vivian U. Obioha
Uzoamaka N. Onumajuru ⁴
Bryan Lee Phithoda ⁴
Tonya Lee Ramirez
William Grady Reamer ⁴
Louis Robertson
Ileana Salinas
Kanishka Sardana ⁴
Melissa Nichole Scarborough
Christopher Schmutz-Parente
Alan Nels Schoephoerster ⁴
Amit Ashok Shah
Anita Asvin Shah
Tal Shahar
Kyle Thomas Smith ⁴
Judy C. Soontiraratn ⁴
Ryan M. Soroka
Gregory Michael Sphar
Paul Daniel Stark ⁴
Katherine Cristina Suarez -Villa ⁴
Aaron James Titus ⁴
Ethan J. Tritt
Brandon W. Van Sickle
Amanda N. Watford ⁴
Mohammed Ayaz Yusuff

Master of Science in Accountancy
Nai Wen Chang
Erica Chau ⁴
Priya Gopaldas Desai ⁴
Lincoln Graham Donaldson
Samuel Isaac Espinoza
Mohammed Shuja Faseeh
Sylvia Stacy Flores
Joshua Edward Gumbayan
Dung Phuong Ha ⁴
Chance M. Heath
William Son Hsu
Ling Jin
Joseph C. Lin
Kevin James Ly
Arin Diane Marx
Zenaida Miranda
Quyen Minh Nguyen ⁴
Shankar Champa Panchal
Diane R. Pinto
Theothea R. Randle
Lea Ruka
Shannon Sellers
May Y. Ting ⁴
David L. Tu
Mark E. Tuters
GRADUATES
AUGUST 2011

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE
Krishna R. Danda 4
Dheepa Jayakumar
Anitha Ramaraj

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Mohammad M. Agha
Jacob Woods Allison
Madhawi Alsubhi
Abusufian Amin
Cesar V. Andino
John Weldon Aschenbeck 3
Pooja Dilip Ashar 2
Joe Allan Avila
Tiffany Reshma Bachansingh
Babar Rauf Bahalim
Fatima Zohra Benaffane
Edwin A. Bercian
Jacqueline Brown 1
Michelle Renee Buzo
Xin Chen
Natasha Chowdhury 1
Ronald Medenilla Co
Caleb Winfield Cunningham
Alexander Theodore de Grood
Linda Diep
Ryan Patrick Dierker
Thanh Thien Do
Lisa Nicole Dorn 2
Dominic Clarence Dorsey 3
Matthew Tyler Eschenburg
Charles Steven Fealy 3
Thomas Jared Ford 3
John Rafeal Frazier

Jacqueline Claire Fredette
Rocio Gallardo 2
Gabriel E. Gonzalez
Madhina Hanif
Chiaho Hsu
Zulficar Ali Abdul Rahim Huda
Aron Damar Johnson
Stephen B. Kenny 3
Paul Hyongyul Kim
Stephen Matthew King
Austin James Klapesky
Rachael Michelle Knowlan
Oludamiola Ormoyemi Lawal
Huong N. Le
Jia Yin Loh
Elham Mahmoodzadeh 3
Mallory Faye McCallum
Chukuyem Alika Mokobia
Patricio Rioja Montoya
Muhammed Saad Nakhuda
Adnan Naseem
Duong Thuy Nguyen
Jason Dao Nguyen 3
Jukan Vu Nguyen 1
Kenny Anh Nguyen
Thu T. Nguyen
Thuylang Nguyen
Elliot S. Owen
Urvl M. Pandya
Farzad Parchini
Jessica Shannon Partin
Gaurang Jayendra Patel
Jack Dixon Payne
Roderick Cordero Peavy
Enrique Pereira
Alyssa C. Perez
Joshua G. Pitts
Shruti Poddar 1
Aron G. Polhamus
Kymberly Lanette Portley
Jason Brian Powell
Kevin Joseph Price
Oanh Hoang Quach
Mahinur Rahman
Karen Andrea Ramos 1
Jonathan Bentley Rismay
James Conor Robinson 3
Lorena Roque
Jose M. Salazar
Susana Salazar
Rania Seamaan
Michael Ross Silva
Harmandar Singh
Benjamin Thomas Temaat
Allan Daniel Thi 1
Courtney Christine Tholstrup
Xochiti Thuy Tran
Wai Yan Tae
John Andrew Urban
Luz Edeny Valtierra
Natalie Dupree-Lancial Van Oort 2
Sparsh Varma
Robert Turner Vaught 3
Rolando Ventura 3
Hai Trung Vo
Terry Warren
Siyan Wen 2
Rosaliene Tolar Wilkins
Jared Elijah Wilson
Tammy Qianxin Wu
Tung Ching Yeung
Se Ho Yi 1
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

DECEMBER 2011

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Jane Tambourou Afessimansa
Teacher-As-Researcher: Making a Difference Through Laying a Solid Foundation
Chairperson: Dr. Cheryl Craig

Adam Glen Akerson
Survey of In-Service Early Childhood Educator Knowledge, Skills, and Confidence in Teaching Spatial Skills to Young Children
Chairperson: Dr. Nicole Andrews

Christin Diane Baker
The Effects of Reading Workshop on First Grade Students' Independent Reading Levels
Chairperson: Dr. Nicole Andrews

Diana De La Rosa-Pohl
Differences in Educational Goals Within the Field of Electrical Engineering
Chairperson: Dr. Bernard Robin

Mahsa Dehghanpour
An Evaluation of the Medical Dosimetry Program at The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center School of Health Professions
Chairperson: Dr. Eugene Chiappetta

Eunice Garza
Effect of Peer Response Groups on the Writing Achievement of Limited English Proficiency 4th Grade Students
Chairperson: Dr. Howard Jones

Andres Garcia III
High School Exit Exams and High-Stakes Testing: A National Comparison of High School Completion in 2000
Chairperson Dr. Catherine Horn

Margaret Ann Hale
Middle School Language Arts Teachers as Readers
Chairperson: Dr. Richard Abrahamson

James Michael Hutchins
The Effects of Parental Involvement and Home, Community, and Poverty Environmental Factors on Student Achievement
Chairperson: Dr. Augustina Reyes

Ruqayya H. Maudoodi
Using the Process of Video Editing to Support Pre-Service Teachers' Video-Based Reflection
Chairperson: Dr. Melissa Pierson

Steven Douglas Shetzer
A Study of the Relationship Between Teacher Efficacy and Professional Learning Communities in an Urban High School
Chairperson: Dr. Richard Olenchak

LaTonya S. Smith
When Perception Becomes Reality: A Study of the Efficacy Beliefs of Texas Student Teachers Stemming from Personal Interactions with Cooperating Teachers
Chairperson: Dr. Allen Warner

Sharon D. Spillman
A Comparative Study of Two Professional Development Models' Impact on Preschool Teachers' Classroom Practices
Chairperson: Dr. Nicole Andrews

Beverly L. Still
Student Engagement in Online Developmental Courses: Perceptions of Students and Faculty
Chairperson: Dr. Sara McNeil

Tammica Traylor-Craft
Parental Involvement As It Relates To the Achievement of African American Males
Chairperson: Dr. Dov Liberman

MASTER OF EDUCATION

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Susan Regine Carney
Jennifer Dominguez
Ewa Ellenberg
Lisa Marie Engel
Deniz O’Riley Findley
Julie Thang Ha
Rachel Harris
Eileen M. Hennessy
Michelle L. Hicks
Ashley K. Kopczynski
Johnna Virginia Lee-Garcia
Amanda Marie LeGalley
Melissa Joy Marshall
Stephen Paul Mathis
Luis Mendez
Yen Phuong Hoang Ngo
Diane Marie Northam
Jeffrey Leon Overbay
Annie Elizabeth Pommerenke
Tammy R. Renzi
Jose Louis Saenz Jr.
Richard L. Smith
Jeremiah Miles Tarbutton
Nicole M. Thompson

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Jessica Lauren Blosser
Andrea D. Blum
Callie S. Brown
Catherine M. Collins
Cindy Uchenna Dike
Kimberly Elaine Frie
Amber L. Henderson
Desirea Monique Henry

Alicia Joy Leung
Stephanie L. Marks
Pauline McRoberts
Tanya Feroz Ali Mehnghi
Tierra Ortiz-Rodriguez
Priscilla Michelle Pantoja
Kiran Sajid Rafique
Andra’Nise D’Sheron Richardson
Karen D. Robinson
Kimberly A. Schneider
Amber Smith
Sanamtha L. Strole
Ka’rin K. Thornburg
Tierra Waynette Walters
Jing Yang
Desneiges Nicole Young
Laura M. Zavala

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Mamuna Sid Abdillahi
Abosede Adenike Adeniyi
Patience Agholor
Elizabeth Aguilar
Ana Victoria Aguirre
Pamela Allaro
Melissa J. Allard
Monica Alvarado
Jessica Y. Alvarez
Catherine Lee Arnacker
Sobia Ayasha Ansari
Cintia Amayelli Arenas
Alma Rosa Ascencio
Christina Bahadur
Jennifer C. Bailey
Joanna Marlen Barrera
Jorge Ulises Barrera
Mayra Elena Barrera
Jennifer Marie Blumrick
Katherine Elizabeth Boughal
Stacey Michelle Brewer
Andrea Alejandra Cabrera
Paola Calvo
Blanca Nelly Campos
Brittany Nicole Cannon
Lacy Nicole Childress
Cherry Hazelyn Choi
Tiffany Sherree Clark
Regina Marie Collins
Niya Renea Cone
Lauren Nicole Cox
Helen Melissa Crawford
Christen Michon Crayton
Chau T. Dao
Sarina L. Deane

¹ Summa Cum Laude - ² Magna Cum Laude - ³ Cum Laude - ⁴ Banner Bearer (highest GPA in college)
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

December 2011

Iliana Delacruz  
Nicollette Lyn Drabek  
Megan F. Durio  
Eric Alan Eastman  
Thaint Zin Elliott  
Brittany Marie Felder  
Janna Maree Fitzgerald  
Michelle Toby Flann  
Klaa Leeza Garcia  
Mayleen Garcia  
Roland Garcia  
Yulieth Ethelyn Garza  
Kendra Claudette Gonzalez  
Monica Andrea Guebara  
Nino Guldedava  
U’Nika Q. Harrell  
Kymberly Nicole Harvey  
Aqsa Hashmani  
Erika Ruby Hernandez  
Nicole Michelle Hernandez  
Michele Hsu  
Fatima Huq  
Haneen Hussain  
Jay Elise Johnson  
Jeremey Dominic Johnson  
Julia Joy Jordan  
Amanda Leigh Keith  
Sara Khan  
Seung A. Kim  
Allana Lee Patryce Lev  
Sandy Melissa Lobo  
Kristen Nicole Long  
Jessica Lopez  
Lashanda Marie Loughridge  
Laura Ashton Lyles  
Xuan-Hong Thi Manh  
Whitney Andrea Manuel  
Irma Linda Martinez  
Tania Michelle Martinez  
Cesia Noher Ni Medina  
Malcolm Henry Melancon  
Jessica Vanessa Melara  
Meaghan Ashley Mengler  
Leah K. Miller  
Taylor Denise Money  
Meghan Lynn Nicholls  
Brittany Celestial Palmer  
Dolores Patricia Parada  
Mohini Patel  
Anitra Renee Pena  
Nilsa Perez Nava  
Glenda Yurazu Perrett  
Monica Nicole Peters  
Carolyn Elizabeth Pettijohn  
Leslie A. Potthoff  
Kayla Jean Proch  
Jessie Anne Rabalais  
Yeanette Ramos  
Lauren Ann Rich  
Anelys C. Robledo  
Lori Ann Rodriguez  
Amy Nicole Rojas  
Nancy Munoz Romero  
Nayeli Alejandra Saavedra  
Cynthia Elena Sac  
Verenis G. Salazar  
Paige Lynn Samohey  
Amanda Rose Saucedo  
Camila Ann Simon  
Cynthia Lee Soligere  
Edna Franci Sorto  
Charlotte Elizabeth Stiles  
Alma Gladys Tom  
Erica L. Tucker  
Erika Renee Van Alstine  
Jennifer M. Velasquez  
Claudia Patricia Vique  
Ayesha Jabeen Wahab  
Elizabeth Leigh Wisner  

Educational Psychology  
Peggy Catherine Adams  
Brittany Ogechi Agbor  
Beatrice Enoaabasi Akpanumoh  
Ruiz Ali  
Diana M. Armacanqui  
Rocio Elia Armacanqui  
Trista Renee Arnold  
Jaserah Fatima Asadullah  
Courtney Marie Bastian  
Sherique Shaday Bennett  
Conie L. Bertrand  
Jamie Erin Caridi  
Irencarr P. Cartwright-Young  
Andrea Marcela Carvajal  
Chase Jeffrey Dempsey  
Lacey Kay Donaho  
Jeffrey L. Escobar  
Brittany Ann Espree  
Brittane Tiara Evans  
April Michelle Everage  
Marina M. Fam  
Julian Martin Fernandez-Viña  
Maame A. Frimpong  
Oscar Edward Gilbert III  
Whitney Michelle Glapion  
Sarah Ann Goose  
Jaime Renee Granchelli  
Melissa Jo Hamilton  
Brittany Ann Huynh  
Whitney Uchenna Ikemba  
Nnenna Umawo Imo  
Ambreen Ismail  
April Elizabeth Jones  
Danny Toan Khuu  
Shamsha Mohammad Lalani  
Nhi Hoang Le  
Felicia Renee Lewis  
Nina La'asha Matchett  
Sarah Mazooni  
Eryn Michelle Morrison  
David Michael Murphy  
Christina Nowlin  
Chineodu Agu Oji  
Erika del Carmen Orellana  
Efosa C. Osagie  
Reena J. Patel  
Jirah Ann Paulin  
Diana Arleen Pena  
Jeremy Hyman Penner  
Brittney Sheron Peugh  
Jo Iza Pineda  
Jacqueline Dawn Platt  
Samantha Lane Pritchett  
Catalina Gomez Restrepo  
Ada Azucena Reyes  
Alice Yolanda Rodriguez  
Leslie Guadalupe Rodriguez  
Mahwash Sarfraz  
Prateek Saxena  
Kayla Jean Proch  
Marco Antonio Ramirez  
Quilandria Renee Stewart  
Megan Nicole Stolz  
Michael Paul Tepee  
Sonya Middleton Tennant  
Thika Nam-Giao Tran  
Maryanna Adel Wasser  
Jakaeta La'shawn West  
Cassidy Rae Widdack  
Ashley De'era Williams  
Ashley Nicole Willis  
Irencarr P. Young  
Sumyyah Yousufi  

23
GRADUATES
August 2011

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
Curriculum and Instruction
Colin Mark Dalton
The Effects of Supplemental Instruction on Pass Rates, Academic Performance, Retention, and Persistence in Community College Developmental Reading Courses
Chairperson: Dr. Laveria Hutchison

Suzanne Dougherty
Simulation: Perceptions of First Year Associate Degree Nursing Students
Chairperson: Dr. Howard Jones

Woong Lim
An Evaluation of a 4-8 Mathematics Teacher Preparation Program at a Large State Institution in Texas
Chairperson: Dr. Jennifer Chauvot

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Educational Psychology
Loveen Singh Bains
An Analysis of TExES Scores: Evaluating Teacher Preparation at One Institution in the State of Texas
Chairperson: Dr. Jacqueline Hawkins

Dena Gail Buchalter
Differences Between Children with ASD’s, Their Non-ASD Siblings, and the CBCL Normative Sample Based on CBCL Profile Scores
Chairperson Dr. Tom Kubiszyn

Steve George Caloudas
Personality, Coping, and Quality of Life in Early Stage Breast Cancer Survivors
Chairpersons: Dr. Consuelo Arbona and Mary J. Naus

Stephanie Grace Chapman
Qualitative Investigation of Mexican-American Experiences of Racial Microaggressions
Chairperson: Dr. Nicole Coleman

Carolina Jimenez
Predictors of Depression and Well-Being Among Latino College Students
Chairperson: Dr. Consuelo Arbona

Bobbie Jean Koen
The Location and Effects of Visual Hemisphere-specific Stimulation on Fluency in Children with the Characteristics of Dyslexia
Chairperson: Dr. Jacqueline Hawkins

Melissa A. Smith
Response to the Trauma of Receiving an HIV Diagnosis: Relation Among Assumptive World View, Hope, and Post-traumatic Growth in Individuals Living with HIV/AIDS
Chairperson: Dr. Mary Armsworth

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Educational Psychology
Maria Eugenia Nightingale 2
Dieu M. Truong 1

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Curriculum and Instruction
Victor H. Cortinas 2
Nadia Lozano
Leslie Mary Mathew 1
Janet Mendoza
Theresa T. Nguyen 2

Educational Psychology
Samantha Jo Alexander
Aylar Ansari 1
Esther Joy Brown 2
Felesha E. Cox 3
Christine Marie Eriks 2
Giovana V. Garcia 3
Kelvin Michael Lewis
David Lamar McBride
Lasen Deann Nevills
Karen D. Pinto 1
Julieta Pruneda 1
Maria M. Silva
Rosenda Villanueva
Alexandra Iona-Danielle Winston
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

December 2011

Cullen College of Engineering

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Pratik Rangnath Bhagunde
Mathematical Modeling the Effect of Antimicrobials on Heterogeneous Bacterial Populations
Dr. Michael Nikolaou, Advisor

Willard Lawrence Quon
Computer Modeling and Optimization of Ceramic Foam Catalytic Combustors and Reformers with Heat Pipes for Hydrogen Generation
Dr. James Richardson, Advisor

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Long Chang
Investigating the Origin of Switching Field Distribution in Bit Patterned Media
Dr. Paul Ruchhoeft, Advisor

Mehmet Coskun
Functional Connectivity in Autistic Brains at Rest and Following Stimulation
Dr. Bhavin R. Sheth, Advisor

Adam Phuc Minh Huynh
Investigations of Cylindrical Dielectric Resonator Antennas with Improved Performance
Dr. Stuart Long, Advisor

Azeem Nasrullah
Shape Engineered Nanoparticle Fabrication for Biomedical Applications
Dr. Paul Ruchhoeft, Advisor

Timothy James Sherlock
Fabrication and Imaging of Micro-Retroreflectors for Naval Biosensors
Dr. Paul Ruchhoeft, Advisor

Minshen Wang
Time Domain Spectral Method and its Application on Antenna Array and PCB Trace with Periodic Roughness
Dr. Ji Chen, Advisor

Wei Wu
Synthesis of Graphene by Chemical Vapor Deposition and its Application in Electronics and Sensing
Dr. Shiu Shen Pei, Advisor

Weiwei Wu
Modulation of the N400 by Semantic and Knowledge Violations During Sleep
Dr. Bhavin R. Sheth, Advisor

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Mohammadreza Baharnemati
A Network Optimization Approach for Emergency Evacuation Planning
Dr. Gino Lim, Advisor

Wenhua Cao
Optimizing Beam Angles for Radiation Therapy Treatment Planning
Dr. Gino Lim, Advisor

Oliver C. Nwofoa
A Methodology for Designing Airports for Enhanced Security Using Simulation
Dr. Christopher Chung, Advisor

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Medhat Aly El-Nahas
Three-dimensional Numerical Simulation for Combined Wavy and Steady Flows Past a Vertical Circular Cylinder
Dr. Charles Dalton, Advisor

Mohamed Gharbi
Nanoscale Electromechanical Behavior
Dr. Pradeep Sharma, Advisor

Hassene Jammoussi
System Identification Under Closed-Loop Operation with Application to Automotive Control
Dr. Matthew Franchek, Advisor

Mona Meisami Azad
Linear Parameter Varying Control for Complex Engineering Systems
Dr. Karolos Grigoriadis, Advisor

Saleh Mirheidari
Model Based Estimation and Fault Diagnosis for Diesel Engine Application
Dr. Matthew Franchek, Advisor

Parnia Mohammad
Engineering Material Properties through Nanostructuring
Dr. Pradeep Sharma, Advisor

Farzad A. Shirazi
Linear Parameter Varying Control and LMI Optimization of Nonlinear Systems
Dr. Karolos Grigoriadis, Advisor

Rohit Zope
Model-based Estimation and Control in SI Engines Using LPV Techniques
Dr. Matthew Franchek, Advisor

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Joel Silva
Tripura Kiranmayee Yelamarthi

MASTER OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Adebowale A. Adelekan
Kevin M. Dikes
John O’Meara

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Aditya Kumar
Yi Li
De Hong Vo
Di Wang

MASTER OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

Brett A. Pope
Yvonne Rivera
Leandro Andres Rodriguez
Tat Wong

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Abraham Ahumada
Raka Goyal
Paul Hamilton
Mehmet Burak Kazez
Selma N. Ozkul
Christian Jaekyun Park
Leo John Peirick III
Ayuna Tsydypova

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN COMPUTER AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Fatema Mohammedi Dalal
Sowjanya Makineedi

MASTER OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Sandeep Billa
Tushar Gupta
Varun Vardhan Reddy Maddirala
Thomas Sebastian Malladil
Rahul Markonda
Abhishek Suresh Patil
Dustin Ryan Reynolds
Satyaveer Sankineni
Amritha Priyanka Surath

* Summa Cum Laude • ² Magna Cum Laude • ³ Cum Laude • * Banner Bearer (highest GPA in college)
Candidates for graduation
December 2011

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Sumit Dilip Abichandani
Onur Ekin
Jalaja Gogineni
Siam M. Hossain
Yajuan Kong
Parag Vinayak Kulkarni
Ziting Liu
Bernardo Perez Y Lugo
Ellen Mary O’Connor
Amol Shashikant Phatak
Sohini Sengupta
Zijing Zhao

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Christopher D. Baldelli
Guoyan Cao
Swapnil Mahendra Chandratre
Lixin Hu
Pranab Narayan Jha
George Charles Khoury
Sohail Ahmed Mohammed
Parthiv Bhupendrakumar Patel
Deepinder Singh
Bhanu Kiran Susarla
Manjunath Terwad
Fan Wu
Fatemeh Zamanian

Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
Cory Patrick Henry
Deepthikumar Sugumar

Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
Omobola Olufunmilayo Ajao
Jose Dobarco-Otero
Vera Fernandez
Lina Galvis
Jorge A. Garza
Ajay Jegadeesan
Ishan Kaul
Suphawat Kittikul
Jose Babilo Luna
Jonathan Lee Malikasim
Legna Marelis Mendoza
Ugochukwu K. Neaka
Jeffrey Mark Rutledge

Master of Science in Petroleum Engineering
Lifang Wang

Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering
Audrey Loci Cheong

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
Ugoma Chinelu Achebe
Benie Evelyne Aka
Walter John Barta
Justin Vincent Conroy
Jorge Raul Cubas Jr.
Jessica L. Delvige
Edmund Carlisle Duban
Eric L. Estrada
Courtney Leigh Lansford
Shyam Laxmidas
Ann-Nan Lo
Jenna Ly
Miguel Angel Maldonado Jr.
Abelardo Morales
Trang Cong Huu Pham
Gurwinder Singh

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Adil A. Ali
Neri W. Alvarez
Tyler Daniel Broom
Benjamin Joseph Chiasson
Jason Lee Cope
David Aaron Davila
Hector Xavier De La O
Alejandro V. Delarosa
Imelda R. Diaz
Robert Andrew Farnie
Alejandro Eduardo Garcia
Juan Martin Gonzalez
Selim Gulen
Elizabeth A. Heeb
Victor Hsieh
Steven Richard Humphrey
Hao Huynh
Eric Nam Kim
Adam Keith King
Sergey Alex Levochkin
Derek Gene Lindemann
Hana Mehdil-Kashi
Jose Erasmo Mejia
Cristian Mayid Mora
Justin Paul Munoz
Salim Nazih Obeid
Emile Ouedraogo
Vargas Adangaparathu Panicker
Kim Anh Pham
Andrew Michael Tiffany
John Ming Truong
Clemente Turubiartes Jr.
Alejandro Valadez
Rodolfo Mauricio Villicana

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
Resmi Baca
Joshua Logan Roy

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Adelanwa Iyanuoluwa Adesanya
David Aguilar
Ian Andrew Bailey
Parikheet Raj Banik
David An Doan
Rudolph J. Elizondo
Michelle Lee Glona
Rolando D. Gonzalez
Fernando Nicolas Guilien
Kasey Dean Herman
Imran Amin Jangda
Harold Lawrence Kadmon
Muhammad S. Kasim
James Ryan Kotlar
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

December 2011

Andrew Nguyen Luu
Samir Rafiq Motawala
Jasmine Ariel Newsome
Kimberly Nkechinyere Okafor
Jennifer Elizabeth Remaly
Panteha Mirzaee Rezaee
Hamad Sharaf-Aldin
Timothy Nicholas Sweet
Nick Thamma
Khánh Quốc Tran
Brandon Christopher Williams
Ryan K. Williams
Yue Zhou

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Mohamed Alt-Aiss
Janam Bhaukaje
Affaf Bokhetache
Dawit Zewdu Gebremichael
Andrew P. Tran

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Abe Cyriac Abraham
Khary John Bentick
Temesgen Tariku Birechis
Tyler Martin Blankemeyer
Fernando Castillo
Pedro Aurelio Cervantes
Calvin Chan

Doctor of Philosophy
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Eliedonna E. Cacao
Enzymatic Darkening and Silver Staining: Application in Microfluidic Micro-Retroreflector-Based Heterogeneous Immunoassays
Dr. Richard Willson, Advisor

Wen-Hsiang Chen
Biomolecule Adsorption: Materials and Fundamentals
Dr. Richard Willson, Advisor

Santhosh Reddy Gundlapally
Effect of Non-Uniform Activity and Conductivity on the Steady-State and Transient Performance of Catalytic Reactors
Dr. Vemuri Balakotaiah, Advisor

Jennifer Knoop
Force Discrimination for Enhanced Specificity of Micro-Retroreflector Biosensors
Dr. Richard C. Willson, Advisor

Anupam Prakash
Molecular Simulations of Association of Transmembrane Peptides
Dr. Manolis Doxastakis, Advisor

Binh Vu
PCR-Based Biomolecular Detection
Dr. Richard C. Willson, Advisor

Leizheng Wang
Nanoenergetic Gas Generators
Dr. Dan Luss, Advisor

Yi Ju Wang
Development of Magnetoactive Biochips for Molecular Diagnostics
Dr. Dmitri Litvinov, Advisor

Doctor of Philosophy
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Xing Lu
Hydrodynamic Interactions of Nonlinear Shallow-Water Waves with a Fixed Floating Structure
Dr. Keh-Han Wang, Advisor

Padmanabharao V. Tadepalliveera
Shear Behavior of Prestressed Steel Fiber Concrete Girders
Dr. Y. L. Mo and T. T. C. Hsu, Advisors

Doctor of Philosophy
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Zhijuan Zhang
1-D Modeling and Inversion of Triaxial Induction Logging Tool in Layered Anisotropic Medium
Dr. Richard Liu, Advisor

Doctor of Philosophy
IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Mobasher Arezou
Nurse Scheduling Optimization in a General Clinic and an Operating Suite
Dr. Gino Lim, Advisor

Doctor of Philosophy
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Mohammad Wasy Akhtar
Numerical Investigation of a Vapor Bubble Interaction with a Superheated Wall
Dr. Stanley Kleis, Advisor

Peng Li
Low Power Piezoceramic Based Wireless Sensor Networks for Structural Monitoring and Controls and a Real-Time Embedded System for Advanced Controls
Dr. Gangbing Song, Advisor

* Summa Cum Laude - ‡ Magna Cum Laude - † Cum Laude - * Banner Bearer (highest GPA in college)
GRADUATES
AUGUST 2011

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Ye Li
Vidya Sagar Reddipalli VS
Yongjie Ren

MASTER OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
Pedro A. Guzman
Ram Chandra Wagle

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Alfaria Christina Brail
Ruosen Qian
Rency Jatin Shah

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Qing Ji

MASTER OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Praveen Reddy Bushi Reddy
Sai Chakrapani Chadalapaka
Payal Gupta
Sruthi Jamil
Sunilsingh David Devadas Monsingh

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Prathamesh Manohar Kulkarni
Adarsh Nagarajan
Saylee Prakash Panchbhai
Nicole Stewart
Yang Zhao

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Ryan Allen Anderson
Yongzhi He
Jaejin Kim
Irina Mamonkina
Mitra Otaanoo
Sahil Rahul Patel
Cassandra Kaitlin Stacey
Bora Turan

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Sofiane Amara-Madi
Amruta A. Deshpande
Mohammed A. Hamideddin

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS ENGINEERING
Yue Zhang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Renzo Ivan Beraun Escudero
Yousef Stephen Hedayati
Harshal Avinash Mungikar
Vivek Sampath
Yue Yu

MASTER OF PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
Hope Ikechukwu Asala
Kakamurad Hydyrov
Ufuoma Boma Ojumah
Siris Panta
Prakash Babu Parvataneni
Joseph Sitch
Sam R. Stanbery
Rami Sairam Subramaniam

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Hannah Sunghee Kim

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Niusha Mohammadi

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Shawn Olsen
Nicolaas Alexander Ostendorf
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
December 2011

CONRAD N. HILTON COLLEGE OF
HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Douglas Ariza-Giammaria
Jaypei Feng
Alexander Larry Brandt
Yuxuan Feng
Stephen Mason Griffin
Jaewook Kim
Kawon Kim
Steven Paul Laufman, II
Min-Tsen Josephine Liao
Xiaodan Mao
Danny Mahesh Patel
Joseph W. Waggenspack
Sen Zhang
Yijia Zhao

Sydney Ming Dow
Taylor Leanne Ebbs-Stoy
Andrew Samuels Entsminger
Marie-Noelle Folacci
Luisa F. Franco
Alva Marina Garcia
Madeline Christina Garcia
Vanessa Patricia Garcia
David Julian Gonzales
Deborah Grado
Lauren Elizabeth Griffith
Angel Alfonso Gutierrez
Chad Taylor Haggard
Tai Ho Han
Christopher Rashad Harris
Tina Thi Ho
Michelle Phuong Hoang
Sonya Malulani Horn
Anri Krysta Hoshiko
Thien-An Huynh
Yoo Hee Hwang
SungDuck Im
Gretchen Lynn Janecek
Daniel C. Jarvis
Nitin Vinod Kasan
Altaf Hameed Khovija
Christina Fawn Kosh
Sharon Hsuan Kuo
Fouzan Fazal Lakhani
Anson Ka Way Lau
Hunganh Duc Le
Hyeon J. Lee
Jacob Frederick Levy
Zuoyang Liu
Maria Angelica Lopez
Scott E. Macfarlane
Ellwyn Joseph Mathews
Thomas B. Mohr
Alina Tursunbekovna Muratova
Affim Jamil Nasser
Eul Nho
Hoa Al On
Chorom Park
Jin Hwa Park
Pimal A. Patel
Joan E. Pereyra
John Minh Pham
Nha T. Pham
Elizabeth Ngoc Phan
Brittney Elyse Phelps
Russell G. Pierce
Jessey Qi
Wen Qin
Karen Veronica Quijada
David Michael Quinn
Monica Marie Raimundo
Rudy Francisco Ramirez
Vicki L. Rawlston
Aubry Michelle Rhyne
Dorothy Frances Rich
Quintessa Marilyn Robinson
John Taylor Salazar
Larry Saldana
Jorge Jesus San Juan Jr.
Jason M. Sharp
Yeongje Shin
Thomas C. Sim
Dylan Skone
Allison Ann Smith
John-Alexand Clayton Smith
Shelley L. Stelter
Daniel Blake Sumrall
Lauren Michelle Swords
Samra Tesfamariam
Amber Thevenet
Wilbert Jonathan Thomas
Kim My Tien
Anh Van To
Stephanie N. Ton
Christopher M. Townsend
Thomas Matthew Townsend
Travis Turner
Henry Russell Underwood
Kimberly Renee Varley
Vinhd. Vo
Yan Wang
Kayla Erin Wardlaw
Jessica Rene Witek
He Zhu

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Gaurav Ahuja
Adrian Garza Alaniz
Jennifer Lizbeth Allen
Syed Rafee Arshed
Maged Ayyad
Adriana Bayona
Erik Elizabeth Beard
Brigette Betancourt
Danielle Patricia Betz
Robert Frank Boese
Daniel A. Boulos
Melissa Simone Broussard
Thao Vi Bui
Jessica Amanda Cabanilla
Kezia M. Callahan
Brittni Canahuati
Elliot C. Cardenas
Charles Anthony Cargile
Barbara Ashley Chabaud
Delbert Chaney Jr.
Jennifer Kim Chen
Raj B. Chettir
Jenny Minshuan Chiang
Marcy Jan Clark
Brittni Diann Cloud
Allison Blair Conner
Alberto Jose Dellan

Joan E. Pereyra
John Minh Pham
Nha T. Pham
Elizabeth Ngoc Phan
Brittney Elyse Phelps
Russell G. Pierce
Jessey Qi
Wen Qin
Karen Veronica Quijada
David Michael Quinn
Monica Marie Raimundo
Rudy Francisco Ramirez
Vicki L. Rawlston
Aubry Michelle Rhyne
Dorothy Frances Rich
Quintessa Marilyn Robinson
John Taylor Salazar
Larry Saldana
Jorge Jesus San Juan Jr.
Jason M. Sharp
Yeongje Shin
Thomas C. Sim
Dylan Skone
Allison Ann Smith
John-Alexand Clayton Smith
Shelley L. Stelter
Daniel Blake Sumrall
Lauren Michelle Swords
Samra Tesfamariam
Amber Thevenet
Wilbert Jonathan Thomas
Kim My Tien
Anh Van To
Stephanie N. Ton
Christopher M. Townsend
Thomas Matthew Townsend
Travis Turner
Henry Russell Underwood
Kimberly Renee Varley
Vinhd. Vo
Yan Wang
Kayla Erin Wardlaw
Jessica Rene Witek
He Zhu
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
December 2011

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

Doctor of Philosophy in Economics
Elisabetta Gentile

Doctor of Philosophy in English
Creative Writing and Literature
Jennifer J. Cantrell
Hush
Quincy Flowers
Canebrake: A Novel
Eric William Higgins
Arking Instinct
Kelly L. Moore
An Alternate Ending

English
Sampada Chavan
Strength in Solitude: A Comparative Study of Single Mothers in African American and Postcolonial Indian Literatures
Kyle Solak
Flannery O’Connor’s Narrative Techniques and the Neo-Secular Audience

Doctor of Philosophy in Spanish
Flavia Belpoliti
Los Conectores Consecutivos en el Español de Herencia de Houston: un Estudio de los Efectos de la Instrucción Formal
Carmen Blanco-Flann
El Renacimiento de un Clásico: La Tumba de Antígona de María Zambrano Como Una Adaptación de la Obra Maestra de Sófocles
Stella Cruz-Romero

Maria Montserrat Feu-Lopez
España Libre (1939-1977) and the Spanish Exile Community in New York
Bertha Cecilia Marrugo Puello
Crónicas: la crón del Caibe colombiano, 1940-2011
Helena Talaya-Manso
La revista La Luna como expresion mediactica de la Movida en el Madrid de los 80

Doctor of Philosophy in History
Clarissa Elisabeth Hinojosa

Doctor of Musical Arts in Conducting
Arlecia Jan Taylor

Doctor of Musical Arts in Performance
Chien-Jung Chen
Matthew E. Dickson
Melissa Evelyn Givens
Kerry Michael Hughes
Alejandro López Aizate
Jose Rocha
Tracy Russell
Valerie Vidal Volpi

Doctor of Philosophy in Political Science
Robert Coghlan
Media Influence on Health Care Reform
Heidi Lange
Laila F. Sorurbakhsh
Feedback in the EU Advocacy System

Doctor of Philosophy in Clinical Psychology
Jaclyn E. Grad
Intolerance of Uncertainty: A Cognitive Vulnerability that Predisposes Individuals to Develop Social Anxiety Disorder?

Doctor of Philosophy in Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Chester Harvey
Rewarding Non-Compliant Behavior in Organizations: The Role of Appraisal and Reward Systems on Employee Compliance with FLSA Regulations

Doctor of Arts in Anthropology
Wesley Cann Colburn
Deanna Lynn Heacock
Eileen Shriver
Astrid Lynette Willis

Doctor of Arts in Communication
Health Communication
Luisana Elena Riera

Mass Communication Studies

Master of Arts in Communication Sciences and Disorders
Emily Christine Bell

Master of Arts in Economics
Applied Economics
Randhi Lochan Panapitiya

Master of Arts in English
English
Mignette Patrick Dorsey
Jordan Bailey Flippin
Emilie Roberta Koenig

Master of Arts in Spanish
Samuel Antonio Gonzales
Vivian Alleen Santana-Islam

Master of Science in Exercise Science
Prerana Chitlangia
Jennifer Michelle Markesino

Master of Education in Physical Education
Amanda Sherron Barbee
Charles Raphael Betts
Tara Denise Dahl
Lindsay Marie Dixon
Britney Marie Jefferson
Long Hai Lam
Morgan Eileen Lowman
Jamie Kristen Luck
Jhared Austin Marshall
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

December 2011

John Christopher Miller
Michael T. Williams

MASTER OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Nichole Barnes
Travis A. Bible
Tomiko M. Meeks
Rachel E. Trate

MASTER OF MUSIC IN APPLIED MUSIC
Mary Elizabeth Box
Gerald Massoud

Music Education
Mark Anthony Urbina

MASTER OF ARTS IN PHILOSOPHY
Mirsan Sanxhaku

MASTER OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Malak Chabkoun
Simay Ozu Diniz
Alan Fitzgerald Steinberg
Dallibor Torbica

MASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Sherry Latoya Barnard
Brandon Allen Ray Estes
Brandon A. Gerber
Katherine L. Grady
Maria Khan Irshad
Ryan Oneal Moore-Lee
Rikitra Stewart

MASTER OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY
Julie Ann Brunson
Vindia G. Fernandez
Lindsey M. Harik
Katie McCulloch
Judith A. Tidwell
Baruch Laverne Williams

MASTER OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
Heather Marie Cox
Lucia Galvan
Monica S. Hernandez
Erin Bethany Mione

MASTER OF ARTS IN THEATRE
Kimberly Dawn Bryant
Nicole L. Erickson
Catherine Elizabeth Gaertner
Darla Anderson Jones
Lauren Michelle McCarthy
Teresa R. McGrath
Steven D. Morris
Teresa Lynette Ragland
Lacey Gale Rodriguez
Diana Lynn Story
Melody D. Torno
Todd Jon Wegner
Stephanie Rose Wittels
Kevin Rudolph Lopez
Vivian Lopez
Nelly M. Martinez
Callan Elyse Megason
Bobby Allen Mellnick
Merilee Kathryn Minshew
Sophia Danielle Nicolosi
Katya Marie Norra
Rachel Ann Palomarez
Chelsea Pearce
Edith Penaloza
Allison Renee Rogers
Jana Suzette Rosser
Teraija L. Shaw
Gregory John Shepherd
Lauren Kathleen Smyth
Jessica Tsao
Veronica Valadrez
Kylene Rose Vasquez
Melissa Vela
Ferrando Venegas-Cervantes
Christopher L. Weeden
David C. Williams
Jacqueline Williams
Sapphire Priscilla Williams

Communication
Jesus H. Acevedo
Omar Adam
Jose Aguilar Jr.
Rufin H. Ali
Jaime Alvizar
Brock Edward Anderson
Andres Arias
Marija Babic
Nicholas Charles Will Barratt
Rachel Yvette Barthels
Esteban Bazan
Neha Harshkumar Bichu
Sebastian Frank Blankson
Jason A. Bolds
Brian Joseph Boswell
Emily Elizabeth Brady
Brooke J. Bratovich
Lezlee Nicole Brinkman
Parker Kennedy Brown
Diane Elise Burkett
Roxana Rae Cain
Mallory D. Canton
Majucet Delcarmen Cardenas Castro
Jonathan Michael Chadima
Hing C. Cheng
Sarah Elizabeth Childs
Skip Chov
Marc Steven Collier
Bryan David Matthews Collins
Adan Snow Cornelson
Elizabeth Ann Cottrell
John Andrew Crum
Sigrid Daniela Cuellar
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

December 2011

Jennifer Nicole Cuesta
Oneyda Cuevas
Nancy Hong Dao
Jessica Raquel Davis
Kiana Alexia Doman
Alberto Jose Duva
Paula Lavonne Edler
Jason Robert Esparza
Ian Estrada-Paniagua
Lyndsi Katheryn Fajkus
Lindsey Ann Falcon
Lluvia Leticia Fernandez
Kalyn Jennifer Floyd
Iman Aisha Garrett-Price
Randall D. Gay
Kayla N. Gehret
Kanneiceya Zenovea Godine
Ashley Lauren Goff
Richard Graciano
Charne N. Graham
Paul Michael Griffin
Kimberly Ana Guel
Afua Gyawu-Kwayie
Lisa Karol Hannibal
Bruce Andrew Hansen
Elizabeth M. Harrison
Michael Sean Haugh
Meagan Amtrrentnae Hawkins
Jasmine Henderson
John Travis Hensley
Oscar F. Hernandez
Vanessa Brissette Hernandez
Ayana Lynette Hill
Jordan Semone Hill
Jamila Kiam Hodge
Sheneka A. Hollins
Jasmine Camille Hollis
Carrie Bichnga Huynh
Chris Liem Huynh
Emily E. Jesse
Allyson Joy Johnson
Hiren Rakesh Joshi
Krystle Lynn Karl
Eriq Emil Kocurek
DeVonne Kay Kuyvesha
Timothy Philip Kuzniar
Paulina T. Lam
Cassady Roberta Lance
Blake Carroll Land
Timothy Kinley Lapp
Seolhee Lee
Lisa I-Ting Liu
Newton Liu
Melissa Kristine Lopez
Christopher Keith Losee
Ruy Lozano
Maggie Vivian Lu
Audrey Marie Luttmann
Lisa M. Maez
Rachel Marie Mann
Taylor Danielle Martin
Nelly M. Martinez
Andrea Matthews
Randa E. McCalla
Sidney McCarty
Helen Elizabeth McClanahan
Brittney Shawntrrell Mcgee
Sabino Joseph Medrano
Sara Guadaluppe Mendoza
Kiriakie Merwin
Katherine P. Mestousis
Amina N. Mian
Chasity Dion Mims
Jacqueline Moreno
Glorie Elizabeth Morgan
Fabian Munoz
Gayla Suzanne Myers
Ngoc Hong Nguyen
Justin W. Nichols
Sonia Ortiz
Chelsea Lauren Padon
Gabriela Padron
Daniela Beatriz Parra
Gabriela Beatriz Parra
Ashley Christine Patterson
Samantha Houston Perkins
Natalie Elizabeth Petrie
Minh Huong Pham
Alexander William Pienkoss
Katherine June Pierce
Andrew Vincent Pizano
Mason Hunter Pratt
Nguyen Tu Quach
Jose David Ramos
Christine Elizabeth Reval
Erika Teresia Reyes
Ernest Christopher Reyes
Yennifer Adalinda Reyes
Reyna Lynda Reyna
Robert Francis Richardson
Taylor Marie Richardson
Yuliana Carolina Riera
Kelly Young Rizzo
Megan Dillard Rodger
Brittany Dawn Rodriguez
Fidel Enrique Molina Rojas
Kathleen Joelle Rowald
Ashley Marie Rubi
Jeffrey Allen Sadlier
Karishma Sakrouja
Saba Savant
Patrick Thomas Schwegmann
Kelly Lane Scott
Tyler Andrew Scott
Nadira Ersie-Ann Shakir
Magdy Medhat Sharara
Eric Silver
Brooke S. Sinclair
Vanessa Sirini
Wenkue Su
Jalisia Danielle Skipworth
Chelsea K. Snyder
Kevin Ross Stephen
Chelsea Lee Stout
Chih-Yi Tang
Juan M. Tejeda
Natasha Lachelle Thomas
Alicia Marie Tillman
Destiny Christine Torres
Andrew Vinh Tran
Catherine Yeny Tran
Toan Vinh Tran
Rachel Denise Trevino
Bryan Maynard Turner
Shelia Ursostegui
Hannah Elizabeth VanOrstrand
Ashley Gomez Villalon
Norma Linda Villaireal
Minthly Minie Vu
Olivia Kathleen Wade
Micah S. Walker
Eric M. Ward
Thomas Gregory West
Quantanique Keshawn White
Matthew Daniel Whiteley
April Michelle Woerner
Sherman K. Yeung
Andrew Nefaulty Zelaya
Juan Carlos Zepeda
Kendall Anne Zurbuchen
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Cynthia Elaine Velasequez
Economics
Grant Akinfenwa
Yousaf M. Alemadi
Tadeoed Lane Amimashaun
William Monroe Arnold
Omar Barazi
Philip Zachary Campbell
Parker D. Case
Aaron Noel Caravos
Michael Alexander Clark
Rashod Armord Coleman
Jaeron Rashad Cooper
Amy Janel Cortez
Calvin Dwayne Dunbar Jr.
Juan Antonio Escamilla
Derek Alan Fuzzel
Miguel Garcia
Jason P. Gates
Matthew P. Gonzalez
Edward Michael Greaney III
LaToya Danielle Hamer
Andrew Kevan Henkel
Brittney Lynn Jordan
Candidates for Graduation
December 2011

Masuma Kara
Albert Junho Kim
Joe Anthony Leyva
Aaron Eugene Matsusaka
Ryan Michael McGaughey
Jose Lorenzo Medrano
Afonso Tulante Miala
Mohammad Ali Minhas
Stephen A. Musel
Jason Cole Myatt
Patrick W. Newman
Arthur Minh Ngo
Christine Thuy-Ly Nguyen
Nkechika Okoye
3

Juan Francisco Olguin Jr.
Luis Miguel Olguin
Alexander Edward Pearson 1
Kelly James Sass
Christopher J. Skupnjak
Joseph Adam Stelly
Randy Tartt
Thy Phuoc Tran
Etobong M. Udoh
Ximena D. Velastegui
Stephen Bruce Vietek
Jhabba O. Washington
Joel Phillip Watts
Jeffrey E. Whiteley
Kelly Lynn Wolf
Matthew Robert Yost

English
Jose Aguilar Jr.
Jaime Alvizar 4
Maria Armenta
Kelsey Shannon Arnold 2
Diana Michelle Bigelow
Sarah Elizabeth Blount
Elizabeth Marie Brignac 1
Brian Mackenzie Carlson
Wilson Kent Chang 3
Tova J. Charles
Melissa Lauren Dickinson
Zachary Alan Doss 3
Israel Favela 3
Brandy M. Fisher
Jason Goyer
Livingston Ian Hampton
Courtneé Eurydice Howell
Martha Fatih Ingle
Alah Lavonne Jahan-Tigh 3
Zainab Baqar Ali Khan 2
Alexandra Sarah Kuchik
Maysam Jihad Madanat
David Patrick Mathis
Vivian J. McKelvey
Jennifer Lynn Memet
Tunisha Denise Miller 3
Christopher James Oidtmann 2
Natalie A. Ortiz

Joshua Joseph Pickard 1
Schetauria D. Powell
Pablo Ocana Relampagos
Malekeh Dominique Sadeghi
Saba Savant
Nicola Margaret Smith 2
David M. Sylvia 3
David S. Toombs 1
Crystal N. Trevino
Christopher Isaac Valdez
Brandy Lee Viverette
Samantha Anne Walker 1
Robert S. Welch
Andrea H. Wiegand 2
Jessica R. Wortham
Valerie Wright

Health and Human Performance
Salman Abbassi
Oluwemilade Adesanya
Stephen Arroyo
Amanda Khalil Assali 2
Shadia Maha Baba
Mohmadatqiq Ismail Biradar
Sean Christopher Boulet
Brandi Nicole Breman
Juan Carlos Buendia
Jasmine L. Burns
Elias Heriberto Canales
Jacky Candy
Alysia Lianne Cannon
Karla Cantu 2
Meghan Christine Carr
Vyanna M. Camoll
Victor Michael Castro
Michelle Cheng
Edrea Ashton Cook 3
Quione B. Cooke
Shanequa Katrece Cormier
Diana Hang Dang 3
Stacy Nicole Davis
Francisco Javier De La Fuente
James Douglas Devore
Daniela Arenas Diaz
Hemangini Dilip 3
Larsonda Jeaniece Dixon
Mimi Do
Janet Nicole Dowden 2
Austin Taylor Elrod
David R. Enejor
Hector H. Espinoza
John Gallo Galing Estabilio 2
Claire Holly Ferguson
Erin Joy Torralba Fuenteclara
Koedrick Jowan Gant
Bryan Issam Gargas 2
Raul Gomez
Catlin Renee Greer 3
Lauren Aeshi Gutierrez
Amanda Nicole Hamley

Andrew T. Hampton
Amy Elizabeth Hancock 1
Brittany Deshay Henderson
Joseph James Henderson
Gerardo Hernandez
Heath Hope
Sherin Mary Jacob
Jisha Merin John
Joel Peter John
Byron Keith Johnson II
Justin Dean Johnson
Tanya Elizabeth Jones
Kristin M. Kabay 2
Speros N. Karahalios
Alexander Chettra Khem
Jennifer Lynne Klinkert 1
Nimotalai T. Lawal
Larina Monique Lawrence
Jose Luis Leal
Lai Kiew Lee 3
Yu-Yen Lee
Christina Maria Liams
Sean Michael Liquid
Claudia Alyson Linscott
Markus Anthony Lipford 2
Angela Marie Lopez
Fernando Juan Lugo-Reyes
Michelle H. Ma
Courtney Voncille Magee
Sami Malas
Blake Edward McColl
Angelica Mejia 2
Jose Omar Mejia
Patricia Suzanne Miller
Esha P. Mistry
Anthony L. Minta 1
Shamsali M. Mukhi
Rochelle Renee’ Nettles
John O. Oni
Grace Chigozie Otum
Yuli Pan 1
Catherine Paquet 1
Taneem Javaid Patalia
Betsy Lili Ramirez
Roanne C. Ramirez
Jennifer Lorene Rankin
Leslie Lizeth Revilla
Lauren A. Reynaga
Erica Jordan Roberts 2
Ronnie Justin Roque
Sakara Nicole Ross
Benedict Tobias Santos
Araz Sarkissian 3
Katherine Anne Settle
Kajal Sandeep Shah
Reema Samy Shahin
Gregory Scott Sheffler
Juwairia Siddiqi
Rina Sharon Singer 3
Amrinder Singh 3
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Candidates for graduation
December 2011

Jason Ryan Smith
Stephen Andrew Smith
Shannon Denise Steemer
Adam Alexander Stuart
Narmeen Tariq
Matthew Dale Taylor
Jonathan A. Tegbe
Jonathan Brian Thai
Megan M. Tipton
Justina L. Truong
Samantha Kimberly Updegraff
Kathy A. Vallejo
Ericka Vasquez
Jonathan Brice Williams
Brandi Noel Witte
Lindsay Ann Woods
Nicholas Anthony Yonko
Hispanic Studies
Martha Esmeralda Medrano Arismendez
Elizabeth Marie Brignac
Robert Logan Corbin
Miguel Oswaldo Jiménez Jr.
Chelsea Ann Maxwell
Karina Medina
Victoria Princess Molinar
Marisol Ramirez
Stephanie Diane Rivera
Je'Neal Le Ann Roland
Gloria R. Romero
Erin J. Shanks
Maricela Villanueva
History
Randell Sylvan Bochoon
Jay Alan Britain
Jose Angel Cantu Jr.
Kristin Renee’ Esparza
Chad Thomas Farley
Jared Michael Flynn
Jennifer Gardner
Henry Harald Graves
Philip Michael Guffy
Martin Gutierrez
Rebecca Elise Hanna
Sean Michael Hickey
Naveen Inampudi
Steven B. Kaub
Layla Eman Khan
Nicklaus Landry Kirkham
George R. Lagow
Chantel Marie Lenick-Cantu
Anna M. Mallory
Trevor Kent McNally
Kody Pearson Messer
Melanie Rose Mills
Alberto Carlos Molina
Michael Tyler Moore
Bo David Mosley
Eric D. Nation
David Earl Nelson Jr.
Mike Bao Nguyen
Michael Patrick Payne
Stacy Rae Peake
Tomas Andrew Roberts
Erin J. Shanks
Zaid Khalid Siddiqui
Adelissee Del Carmen Taveras
Rachel Elizabeth Touchet
William Lee Van Pelt
Christina Herculana Varela
David Villasana
Joel Christopher Zuriga
Liberal Studies
Michelle Pamela Cox
Katherine Mariel Dybala
Son Tien Ngo
Modern and Classical Languages
Courtney Dowden
Daniel Yuchern Liu
Nicolette Olukemi Oladipo
Elizabeth Marie Wingfield
Music
Jennifer Nwankie Agbu
Julie Christine Allison
Arthur Henry Calton Jr.
Vyacheslav Dobrushkin
Katelyn Marie Grubbs
Dane Farren Manuel
Megan Elizabeth McDonough
Thomas A. McGuire II
Alejandro Thanh Montes
Caitlin Elaine Montgomery
Lauren Renee Nance
Melissa Jo Ramirez
Gonzalo Alonso Ramos
Aaron Patrick Renzenbrink
Andrew J. Saleeba
Laura Elizabeth Sharpless
Zachary Christian Spruill
Marshall Walker Thomas
Luz Maciel Vasquez
Patrick Michael Wade
Devyn Chandler Werner
Emily Elizabeth Whaley
Maurice Du'bois Williams
Virginia Lee Wootten
Philosophy
Mariana Moreira Bispo
James W. Bulick
Lynwood Cottle Dunseith
John Travis Hensley
Fatima Habiba Hye
Geneva Motaharah Jahan-Tigh
Viet Quy Nguyen
Jorge Leopoldo Rivera
Carrie S. Toombs
Sarah Elizabeth Townsend
Political Science
Negin Akbarin
Alison Allegre Almaguer
Robert L. Arnold III
Victoria Arzu
Lolade Lillian Bailey
Albert Quang Banh
Robert Lee Baxley
Sebastian Frank Blankson
Irina Bobrineva
Gary Powell Boehm
Johann Nicolas Bosch-Salcedo
James W. Bulick
Stephanie Diane Caballero
Gabriela Margarita Carcamo
Dustin Anthony Castaneda
Peter Chantharaj
Rashod Armord Coleman
Joel Boyd Colvin
Juan Carlos De Las Cuevas
Jessica Yvonne Diaz
Lynwood Cottle Dunseith
Carl M. Eaglin
Anthony Adan Garcia
Silva Gevorkyan
Inaki Goicoechea
Megan Nicole Harrison
Roland E. Henshaw
Darrell Lee Hooker Jr.
Layla Eman Khan
Kristian E. Kirby
Kristin Rae Landry
Daniel Yuri Loo
Ashley D. Makonis
Clinton Bruce Marchand
Rebecca Marie Marshall
Paolo Fabricio Martinez
Ashley McDaniel
Fevan Misgina
Christina Mohabbat
Walter Hugo Moser
Terence T. Narcisse
Linda Nguyen
John Carlos Nino
Nicolette Olukemi Oladipo
Jennifer Lynn Oourke
Leonardo Marcel Ortiz
Bhavika D. Patel
Anna Justine Phillips
Yannique Devan Taylor Pieterneelle
Leida G. Prieto
Marisol Ramirez
Rishika Tout Reddy
Molly Kirsten Reinhardt
Karen Rey
Maritsa I. Rivadeneyra
Carilla R. Roberson
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### Candidates for Graduation

**December 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alberto Jesus Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogelio Avila Solis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Lawrence Squier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Ali Tajpour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rojelio Vasquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia D. Velez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Fernando Villagomez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles E. Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Erkan Yalcin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Monique Abidin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maigen D. Agana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jibaniya Luka Agbu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danesha Nicole Allen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Nenna Amuneke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle M. Artoosh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Esmeralda Medrano Arismendez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opeolu L. Awoolope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonia Babu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philmon Baby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Christine Balderas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betsabeth Beyk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Blount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daron D. Boedeker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebonie Marie Bracey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winfried Jay Bragg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacoby Reginal Breaux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy Tranae Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Leonidria Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monalisa Green Bryant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Anne Brzostek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya Lashay Burts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roxana Aza Button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesar Anthony Calvo Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Despy Cardenas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricky Eugene Carlson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letitia L. Carter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maricela Castillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audrey Marie Chabaud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin O. Chachere Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander B. Chao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacha Chatorio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masie Hok Yan Cheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Natali Contreras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candycce Renee Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen C. Cueto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Star Daley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valencia Lavette Darrisaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roxanne De la Rosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janice Marie Delatte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahaleh Michelle Deyhimi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Griselda Dino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendrah Fontenette-Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Marie Foster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan S. Fowell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landon Alyssa Gainey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonadab Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liza T. George</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edith Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemma Villamor Gullaksen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kavoisiee Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelley Evette Hartley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younsra Batool Hashmi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damon Lasean Haywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallori Michelle Henceroth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Anthony Hernandez Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolina Hincapie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Leigh Hindmarch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galina Hodges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele Hsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyronzia Lashawn Hudson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francesca Chisom Igwilo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Viviana Juarez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parastoo Natasha Karimi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Linda Keo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aammar Ali Khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barun Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Carroll Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie S. Leammon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anup N. Lohiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alba Marina Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nga To Lurn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Alyse Lyons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sobiya S. Maknoiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanza Shahid Malik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Danielle Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazmin Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Marie McCaskill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Erin McCreight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Alyse Medina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mario Rogelio MENCHACA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Danielle Mendez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Rose Mills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linh Thuy Ngu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Anh Tien Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vien Y. Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ugochi Eberu Nwaorie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivory Gray Ochoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew A. Oshobu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candace Joy Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanya Yatish Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Kathleen Peranton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bizhan Peshezhki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Minh-Thao Pham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoobia Qureshe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanna Elaine Ramirez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer C. Ramos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rishika Tout Reddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Kirsten Reinhardt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johanna M. Rojas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eva G. Salazar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shad Samiuddin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Ashley Santillan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly James Sass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melinda Anne Schmidt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Nichole Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia Ahlynn Skurn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janai Lynnette Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie Nicole Stiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vipsa Tashi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zainab Tayyab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Dwayne Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marianne Nicole Thurman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael A. Todd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlo Stefan Torres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Susana Tortolero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrienne T. Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Ly-Minh Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duc Buu Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Devine Tredway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adetola Obulolake Vaughan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana Elizabeth Velasquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francisca Claribel Velasquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenia Marisela Velasquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominique Villarin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rinzelton L. Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin E. Werner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chastity B. Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyce Marie Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciara Willis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Nicole Wittenmyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sociology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Aguero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecilia Isabel Castillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Mariella Chavez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Lou Coronado de la Fuente</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Marie Cortez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liza T. George</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leigh Nicole Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Philip Kruus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Shae Lancaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Raechelle Maxwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Eleonor Medrano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Brooke Muska-Palmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Nicole Nazzal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Pauline Platt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kateland L. Prade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Ramirez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Rey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tommi Lynn Ross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angellica Lynn Shaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Marie Tilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thanh Thi Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Payne Wade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Nicole Ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Elizabeth Zornes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theatre and Dance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogelio Bonilla Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahudi Daniel Castaneda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Nicole Cherry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Alan Doss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Nicole Dowden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Marie Prats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidney Marie Rascoe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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GRADUATES

AUGUST 2011

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ECONOMICS**

Sule Celik  
*Essays in Labor Economics: Effects of EITC on Employment and Education, and Trends in Earnings Instability*

Sunayana Mehra  
*Essays on Mergers and Acquisitions Amongst U.S. Commercial Banks: Attributes of Merging Banks and Implications of M&A on Bank Risk Taking*

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN KINESIOLOGY**

Mark Alan Knoblauch  
*Influence of Chronic Hypercholesterolemia on Myofiber Membrane Cholesterol and Skeletal Muscle Membrane Damage in a Mouse Model*

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY**

Teona Callaham Amble  
*Experiential Avoidance as a Mediator of Attachment and Internalizing Symptoms in an Adolescent Inpatient Sample*

Sarah Lynn Garnaat  
*A Model of Change of Adaptive and Maladaptive Behaviors Over the Course of Evidence-Based Inpatient Treatment for Serious and Chronic Mental Illness*

Jessica Erin Grogan  
*Exposure “Gone Wrong” as a Rupture of Working Alliance: Effects of Exposure Exercises on Working Alliance and Treatment Outcome in Group Psychotherapy*

Stephanie Andrea Kovacs  
*The Criterion and Convergent Validity of the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ) in an American Adolescent Inpatient Sample*

Katherine Ann O’Brien  
*Maintenance of Treatment Gains in a Post-Acute Brain Injury Rehabilitation Program with 3 Treatment Trajectories: What Variables Predict Positive Outcomes in Productivity and Independent Living Status?*

Ilya Yaroslavsky  
*Specificity of Emotion Regulation Deficits in Borderline Personality Disorder*

**MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION**

Public Relation Studies  
Daniel Jonathan Cohen  
Yu-Han Huang

**MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS**

Susam Marie Logan

**MASTER OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS**

Nadzeya Abramava  
Volodymyr Baranovskyi  
Natalia Bodrug  
Yingjio Deng  
Serhiy Fozekosh  
Vitaliy Gorobets  
Iulia Gryziv  
Pavlo lavorskyi  
Olga Kharchenko  
Oleksii Khvastunov  
Sergiy Kosanchuk  
Dmytro Lebedyev  
Evgeniya Lubaz  
Marlia O. Ostapchuk  
Grygorii Ovsiannykov  
Kira Pruglo  
Olga Soloviova  
Oleg Tkoryk  
Kateryna Vialykh  
Tatsiana Zharatkava

**APPLIED ECONOMICS**

Jingjing Bai  
Andrew Crowley  
Arthur R. Haney  
Trenton Hartwig  
Gabrielle Evonne McLeod  
Boyd William Nash-Stacey  
Donnelly James Rose  
Jaweria Seth  
Amanda R. Young

**MASTER OF EDUCATION**

Tyler J. Reimers

**MASTER OF MUSIC IN APPLIED MUSIC**

Sean Jerome Brabant  
Casey Brian Finnigan  
Kevin Juisen Hwang

**MASTER OF MUSIC IN PERFORMANCE**

Yuri Kang  
*Sonata Form in the Romantic American Violin*  
Sonata: Clara Kathleen Rogers and Amy Beach

**MASTER OF MUSIC IN APPLIED MUSIC**

Sean Jerome Brabant  
Casey Brian Finnigan  
Kevin Juisen Hwang

Zachary Ali Montasser  
Paul Pierre Rousse Jr.

**MUSIC EDUCATION**

Tiffany D. Fischer  
Kristen Miller Jackson  
April Henderson Pickrell

**PERFORMANCE AND PEDAGOGY**

Gengyun Fedala

**MASTER OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE**

Jason Permenter  
Matthew M. Phelan

**MASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION**

Leah Celeste Granacki

**MASTER OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY**

Kori Rae Callison  
Jane Jacob  
Jennifer Parra  
Lindsey Rodriguez

**MASTER OF ARTS IN SOCIOLGY**

Yi Ren

**MASTER OF ARTS IN THEATRE**

Cheryl Irene Boyd

^ Summa Cum Laude - ^ Magna Cum Laude - ^ Cum Laude - * University Honors Program - * Banner Bearer (highest GPA in college)
GRADUATES
August 2011

BACHELOR OF ARTS, BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS, BACHELOR OF MUSIC, BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Anthropology
James Brian Carpenter  2
Johanna Nicole England
Rachel A. Hudson
Joshua Tae-Ho Lee
Shawnacy Danielle McArthur  2
Frederick Anthony Mitchell

Art
Manuel Brandon Araujo  2
Rebecca Marie Bouchard
Tammy Bui
Maria Alejandra Gamboa
Ashleigh Nicole Hodge

Communication
Eric R. Abramson  3
Hussein Shabbir Aladin  3
Brooke Baker
Atessa Nicole Barazandeh
Ashley Danielle Bonton
Brooklyn Letrice Brewer
Taneisha LaDawn Furr
Selina Jeanette Garcia
Sean Ghotin  3
Kelly Lynn Groce
Madha Hanif
Dorothy Malaka Hastings-James  3
Bethany Anne Heinesh
Kimberly Morgan Hiscutt  3
Kristen Elaine Hunter  3
Yulim Kim
Gary Aldon Lang Jr.
Danny Mata
Caroline Pablo Munda
Elize Marie Najm
Kelly M. Ospina
Carlin Avery Otto
David Anthony Rivera  3
Adam W. Ruiz
Monique Lashae Sexton
Ro-Yu Shih
Aldo Martell Zamora  1

Communication Sciences and Disorders
Cristiane Santana Manlove  1

Economics
Lucas Alan Blaustein
Vincent J. Bottley  3
Amanda Eliasha Deek
Loraine D. Diaz
Joel Joseph Doucet
Mustajab R. Khan
Jason Thomas Owens
Joe Whipple

English
Christopher Daniel Ambrose
Kathleen Alice Bagley
Laura E. Burns
Amy Mary Cheaney
Kimberly Dawn Cropper
Kathryn Ann Dumresne
Zuri A. Forgé  3
Sarah Garza  3
Melissa J. Hammac
Marnita Lynette Johnson  3
Michelle M. Manuel
Shawnacy Danielle McArthur  2
Mercedes Polanco
Lisa Marie Ramirez
Gregory James Santos Jr.

Health and Human Performance
Takayasu Abe
Leslie Gisela Aguirre  3
Ashley Elizabeth Allison
Gladis E. Bonilla
Lawrence Paul Broussard II
Marquise Trovan Bryant  3
Christine Sung Canlas
Melanie V. Cascia
Lexi Jewel Cavaliere
Maha Ehsan Chtay
Laura R. Duane  1
Jasmine Phyllicia Hicks  3
Sarah Jordan English
Ammaad Yar Khan
Brian Thomas Luby  1
Crystal Maryann Mesrahi
Asmaa Mostafa
Daniel Phi-Hac Nguyen  2
Vickie Ann Powers
Al Asaf Qadeer  2
Amy Rios
David Brian Robertson  1
Stanford B. Routt
Nada Sarraj  2
Kyle Layton Smith
Arlene Solis
Angela M. Williams  3
Ronnie J. Williams  3

Hispanic Studies
Justin Andrew Davidson
Stephen Wayne Hoffart Jr.
Esther Lite Martinez
Almanubia del Carmen Céspedes Mora
Julieta Pruneda  1
Cristina Gemellaro Sizemore  3

History
Deanna Michelle Budewig
Upeshka Manishan De Silva
Jonathan Lee Dickerson
Michael E. Gardiner
Ravinder P. Khinda  3

Bryan Joseph Llorens  2
Laura Elizabeth Marquart
Kimberly Ann Meyer  2
Marysa Minder
Ashley Michele Murray
Patrick Michael Terpening

Liberal Studies
Lori Ann Caldwell

Music
Lauren Michelle Gilmore

Philosophy
Justin S. Davis  2
Cody Lynn Safford  2

Political Science
Mary Elizabeth Buckley  2
Rachel Lynn Burnett  3
Justin S. Davis  4
Cedrick Davion Forrest
Matthew Paul Hicks
Creighton David Holub
Jay Robert Jones  3
Osama Shahab Khan
Ravinder P. Khinda  3
Brett P. Koshkin
Thomas Joseph Lochrie
Kimberly Ann Meyer  2
Karen A. Ramirez
Cody Lynn Safford  2
Aaron James Saldana
Cody Ray Wheeler  3
Gabriela N. Ybarra
Brini Merin Zachariah  3
Michael Andrew Zeis

Psychology
Khalid Abdulla Abdulaziz  1
Adriannne Elizabeth Arellano  2
Stephanie Marissa Battenfield
Madeline Maureen Beebe  3
Raegan Marie Behrens
Elizabeth Bosley  2
Jeffrey Randolph Brathwaite Jr.  3
Barbara Lindsay Brown  1
Patricia M. Burton
Juan Castro
Angela Michelle Cisneros
Andrea Todd Coleman  2
Scott Owen Credeur
Michelle Lynn Deal
Jared M. Fitzpatrick  2
Eboney Cnae Freeman
Daniel Joseph Garnel  2
Katrina Michelle Hanks  3
Levi Ian Herman
Tom Stephen Joseph
Amjad Noor Khan
Osama Shahab Khan
Monica Lynette Kimble
GRADUATES
AUGUST 2011

Kathy La
Reginald I. Lee
Dallas Brittany Lochmann
Sehrish Malik
Cristal Ruby Martinez
Mallory Faye McCallum
Allon Michael Melawer
Natalie Ann Mobley
Almanubia del Carmen Céspedes Mora
Abbey Almond Murphree
Meagan Kathleen Neal
Yaquline Damaris Paredes
Mumtaz Parveen
Karen A. Ramirez
Philipa Antonette Scroggie
Mitali Uday Shah
Pooja Shridhar
Amy Lynn Siecko
Cody Brandon Treviño
Dieu M. Truong
Jessica N. Vincent
Emile Roshon White
Ma. Gresilda E. Yamon
Mollie O’Connell Yarborough

Sociology
Anthony Willem Carpenter
Jodee Bliss Johnson
Nimy B. Kandathil
Jamon Elliott Wilson
Kandace Arielle Windfont
Theatre and Dance
Luis Cipriano Gonzalez
Melissa Ann Kihneman
Alma Dolores Martinez
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College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics

Doctor of Philosophy

Biochemistry
Hae-Won Chung
Shiao-Chun Tu, Ph.D., Advisor

Anupam Hazra
Jokubas Ziburkus, Ph.D., Advisor

Indhu Kanakaraj
Richard Wilson, Ph.D., Advisor

Preme Latha Latha Mallipeddi
James Briggs, Ph.D., Advisor

Biology
Yi-Er Shieh
Dan Wells, Ph.D., Advisor

Chemistry
Andrew C. Jamison
T. Lee, Ph.D., Advisor

Min Soo Kim
T. Lee, Ph.D., Advisor

Computer Science
Zhibo Chen
Carlos Ordóñez, Ph.D., Advisor

Malek Smaoui
Marc Garbey, Ph.D., Advisor

David Thanoon
Marc Garbey, Ph.D., Advisor

Tarun Wadhawan
Yuri Fotanov, Ph.D., Advisor

Yan Zhou
Ioannis Pavlidis, Ph.D., Advisor

Geology
Shams Ul-Hadi
Shuhab Khan, Ph.D., Advisor

Mathematics
Helen J. Elwood
Bernhard Bodmann, Ph.D., Advisor

Aarti Jajoo
Ronald Hoppe, Ph.D., Advisor

Vasudha Sehgal
Robert Azencott, Ph.D., Advisor

Anando Sen
Robert Azencott, Ph.D., Advisor

Physics
Rabi Ebrahimi
Alex Ignatiev, Ph.D., Advisor

Daniel W. Fisher
Alex Ignatiev, Ph.D., Advisor

Riznia Jenifa Jasim
Ed Hungerford, Ph.D., Advisor

Kimal Isra Rajapakshe
John Miller, Ph.D., Advisor

Thiloshana Priyanath Ranawaka
Ed Hungerford, Ph.D., Advisor

Fatih Sirin
George Reiter, Ph.D., Advisor

Buddhini Prasanga Tilakaratne
Wei-Kan Chu, Ph.D., Advisor

Asanga Iroshan Wijesinghe
John Miller, Ph.D., Advisor

Soniya Devi Yambem
Seamus Curran, Ph.D., Advisor

Ying Yi
Wu-Wei Su, Ph.D., Advisor

Mathematics
Dwight D. Alkey
Randall Hiro Fukumoto
Kelley Hue Truong

Computer Science
Sriska Appana
Khushboo Bafna
Amrita Banerjee
Vidya Thirumalai Nalan Chakravarthy
Panitee Charoenrattanaruk
Gaurav Chohan
Swati Garg
Naveen Kumar Reddy Ginne
Wei Guo
Seifelnasr M. Mahmoud Hamed
Pratik Hande
Ashish Kapadia
Sujeet Kuchibhotla
Santosh Kumar Kurashetty
Aura Elvira Mauricio
Gowthami Sahitya Muddana
Eshwar Rohit Pedamallu
Longyi Qi
Anuradha Ramprakash
Shrinkiket Ani Sarkar
Seyd Mustafa Haider Sherazi
Sanjana Shetty
Malvika Souran
Sandep Reddy Thalla
Lakshmi Deepak Uppalapati

Geology
Adekunle Taiwo Adeyeye
Jennifer A. Barth
Eric L. Blankenship
Chris Campbell
Petter Dischington
Adrian S. Gittens
Zheng Yu Huang
Jeremy Scott Krimmel
James Kent Stutz
Ken Obiora Udanochie

Applied Mathematics
Licheng Zhang

Mathematics
Flora W. Kwong
Iride V. Lazo
My Hoang Le

Physics
Wei Wang
Jinlong Yang

Bachelor of Arts

Chemistry
Taylor Noelle Hribek
Jonathan Lee Ochterbeck
Franck Steve Mpondo Tagny
Rebecca Leigh Waddell

Earth Science
Maria E. Peterson
Gabriel Suarez

Mathematics
Alan Alexeyev

* Summa Cum Laude - * Magna Cum Laude - * Cum Laude - * Banner Bearer (highest GPA in college)
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences
Negar Aboonaisar-Shiraz
Dana Choe
Minh Hoang Dinh
Richard Nguyen Duong
Trang Huyen Duong
Rocio Amisaday Garza
Sanjeeb Gautam
Aurash Fidel Kamalipour
Trang Kim Luong
Lexter Luis Negron
Anushil Patel
Snehal R. Rana
Snehal Lara Nguyen
Cyndi Quynh Thy Nguyen
Khoi N. Nguyen
Joshua L. Park
Himani K. Patel
Jignaya Anilkumar Patel
Linhyth Thi Pham
Matthew M. Pham
Nancy Pq. Phan
Edward L. Phu
Marybelle Camargo Raza
Peter Andrew Read
Kia-Shun Taryn Reeves
Fazalur Rehman
Dominick Anthony Reidy
Tiffany J. Reynolds
Mina Rezaie
Mallory Tatum Rivera
Drew Douglas Robinson
Abhishek Sadhu
Patrick Andrew Saez
Hilal Hani Salami
Virginia Salazar
Eric Sanchez
Rashele Marie Sharkey
Maheen Siddiqui
Gurvinder Singh
Moninder Monty Singh
Sammy Siu
Kristin T. Tang
Vjosa Tashi
Nai Chian Ting
Vincent Hoan To
Marianne Elizabeth Toohey
Lisa M. Tran
Tony Tran
Yesenia Trejo
Karina L. Valdez Villanueva
Nehal Verma
Lily Ann Villarreal
Beatriz Villegas
An Hoa-Hoang Vu
Katrina Kaye Wamble
Courtney Washington
Ross Millard Watson
Maggie Elaine West
Tiffany Shafer Williamson
Da Hye Yang
Vassilios D. Yannimaras
Sushanth Reddy Yeddula
Khalid Khan
Johnny Dewayne Seales

Biology
Abisoluwa Olafimihan Adegbe
Amreen Ali
Saqib Ali
Sanjeeb Gautam
Odalis Yanez Abril
Aldrin Valencia Aquino
Yasmeen Hussain Arastu
Joancy Marie Archeval-Lao
Julie Ann Gregg
Karina L. Valdez Villanueva
Lisa M. Tran
Tony Tran
Yesenia Trejo
Lily Ann Villarreal
Beatriz Villegas
An Hoad-Hoang Vu
Katrina Kaye Wamble
Courtney Washington
Ross Millard Watson
Maggie Elaine West
Tiffany Shafer Williamson
Da Hye Yang
Vassilios D. Yannimaras
Sushanth Reddy Yeddula
Snehal R. Rana
Danielle Ashley Sandoval
Wingyee Sin
Michelle Wong

Chemistry
Nicholas Roos Biddle
Mauricio Campos Jr
Stephanie Claribel Fuentes

Computer Science
Kristopher Wesley Heidorn
Michael Harrison Janes
Maria DeJesus Marquez
An Hong Nguyen
Jennifer Thien Huong Nguyen
Brandon N. Preble
Jeffrey Scott Sickorez
Matthew Daniel Sparks
Stephen Siu Lun Tam
Triet Truong

Computer Science-Business
Michael Minkov Jr.

Computer Science-Software Design
Chinh Vien Ly
Huy T. Nguyen
Sinh Truong Nguyen
Graham Patrick Sattler
Michael J. Slater
Louis E. Wright

Environmental Science-Environmental Systems and Modeling
Clinton Neil Doughty
Kelly Eileen Gibberman
Jia Jing Loh
Tara Kathleen Payne
Johnny Ramirez Jr.
Anjali Sharma

Geology
Mohammed Abu Alreesh
John Benjamin Browning
Michael Grant Daniels
Thomas Christopher Gabel
Eric Alfonzo Gravina
Erica Nicole Howland
Stephen Arthur Hubbard
Andrew Gilbert Kerekgyarto
Jay Bryan Lee
Eric Frederick Leikowitz

Geophysics
Abdulaziz Al Zhrani
Ammar Alali
Khalid Khan
Johnny Dewayne Seales
Candidates for Graduation
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Mathematics
Mac Edward Alexander
Michelle Ashley Castagno
Wilson Chavez
Cihat Erol
Daniel J. Gill
David A. Gilinski
Melissa Ellen Hendricks

Yazan Fuad Ibrahim
Sung-Ju Ko
Daniel Ortiz
Gregory Patrick Ozbolt
Yan Ling Pui
Rebecca Ann Riedesel
Albino Ricardo Sachango
Shamber Nicol Stapley

Saul Humberto Tapia
Gabriel Mauricio Vargas
Javier Vasquez
Tho Huy Vu

Physics
Christopher A. Goetzman
German Donaldo Ramirez
GRADUATES
AUGUST 2011

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Biochemistry
Ashley Lorin Benham
Preeethi Gunaratne, Ph.D., Advisor
Heather Leilani Brasher
William Widger, Ph.D., Advisor

Biology
Valbona Hoxha
Brigitte Dauwalder, Ph.D., Advisor
Stephen Donald Huff
Yury Fofanov, Ph.D., Advisor

Chemistry
Hien Quang Do
Olafs Daugulis, Ph.D., Advisor
Magnus U. Legemah
David Hoffman, Ph.D., Advisor
Siyabonga P. Ngubane
Karl Kadish, Ph.D., Advisor
Yuehua Yuan
T. Lee, Ph.D., Advisor

Computer Science
Chun-Sheng Chen
Christoph Eick, Ph.D., Advisor
Qin Gu
Zhigang Deng, Ph.D., Advisor
Ying Wei Kuo
Shou-Hsuan Huang, Ph.D., Advisor
Qing Li
Zhigang Deng, Ph.D., Advisor
Ruth Miller
Christoph Eick, Ph.D., Advisor
Warea Rinsurongkawong
Marc Garbey, Ph.D., Advisor
Ning Situ
George Zouridakis, Ph.D., Advisor
Xuqing Wu
Shishir Shah, Ph.D., Advisor

Geology
Veronica I. Sanchez
Michael Murphy, Ph.D., Advisor

Geophysics
Ching Wen Chen
Aibing Li, Ph.D., Advisor

Mathematics
Ali Samil Kavruk
Vern Paulsen, Ph.D., Advisor
Robert Jason Rosenbaum
Kresimir Josic, Ph.D., Advisor

Physics
Andrew Obanion Briggs
Carlos Ordonez, Ph.D., Advisor
Carlos Diaz-Pinto
Habeing Peng, Ph.D., Advisor
Shih-Ying Hsu
Arthur Weglein, Ph.D., Advisor
Xu Li
Arthur Weglein, Ph.D., Advisor
Dilan Minthaka Madagodahettige Don
Lawrence Pinsky, Ph.D., Advisor
Fengyan Wei
Ching Chu, Ph.D., Advisor

MASTER OF ARTS

Mathematics
Susan Marie Bell
Kyla Beth Edmonds
Cammie N. Wilson

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Biology
Matthi Gepte
Utpala Shrestha
Chemistry
Subrahmanyam Kalaga Venkata

Computer Science
Sitaram Sagar Addepalli
Pallavi Arora
Olga C. Avila-Montes
Gaurav Chandra
Sunny Chelmella
Venkata Rohan Dorbala
Trilok Chander Gullapally
Mohit Jain
Yogesh Gangadhar Kalaskar
Ammar Faruk Karachiwala
Mani Kanta Kiran Kumar Korada
Amol M. Shete
Shankar Narayan Vishnampet Raju
Lei Zhao

Geology
Doyle Adams Jr.
Sumiyah Ahmed
Carmen Amalia Dragoi
Christian Prado
Shawn Curtis Wright

Geophysics
Jingfei Huang
Xin Zhang
Rui Zhou

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Earth Science
Ryan Scott Purser

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences
Imene Ben Aafa ²
Gregory Vecinal Alquiza ¹
Bac Hoai Thieu
Thu-Thao Thi Tran

Biology
Karen Buenaventura Arceo
Stephanie Lauren Barrett
Kelly Raneen Comeaux
Kyiaki Angeliki Exezidis
Daniella Leigh Garza ³
Christa Renee MacAluso
Lynda My Nguyen ⁴
Christopher Thomas Petty
Laura Laine Searcy
Evonee Joveth Spikes
Maria Victoria Vargas
Yennhi M. Vo
Bertha Daniela Zacarias

Biology-Medical Technology
Cindy T. Ly ³
Hector Rodriguez
Mary Rose Spaniel

Chemistry
Abid Mohammed Farooq ³
Saahir Vadgama

Computers Science
Philip F. Ahern
James N. Jhurani
Kenneth Michael Morales
Rohit Kumar Nirmal ³

Geology
Faisal Al Kheifa
Saleh M. Badawood
Chad C. Liggon
Johann Antonio Minshaw ³
Timothy Plasek
Kyle Alexander Vidock

Geophysics
Anna Khadeeva ³
Rino Yosiaki Manangkalangi

Mathematics
Robyn Eve Blakely
Alejandro Cubria
Alison Kathleen Faden
Leah Elise Folmar
John L. Haas ¹
Daniel R. Maset
Tri Tho Nguyen
Yo Il Yun
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
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College of Technology

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Construction Management
Vidya Sagar Adapala
Adetunji Adeshina
Andrea Carolina Caicedo
Shruti Duggal
Gregory Jerrod Frazier
Satish Suresh Gore
Robin Lee Hood
James Eric Olden
Jason William Rosemon

Engineering Technology
Cesar Andres Felizzola
Janaki Kuruganti
David Jose Iglesias Lopez
Fabiana Yasbel Manzo
Anil Kumar Maringanti
Sreeram Kashyap Naraparaju
Karthik Ram Narumanchi
Krishna Raghannudi
Avinash Ranganath

Future Studies in Commerce
Emily Empel
Celia Salmerson

Human Resource Development
Vishakha Agarwal
Erih Gravette
Donna L. Hatton
Yen-Jen Kung
Carthage Tam Nguyen
Kimberly Y. Range
Puja Sain
Michael J. Schlenburg
Chung-wen Shih
Asia Wellington

Information Systems Security
John K. Githinji
Muhammad Atif Ishaq
Rahdika Kura
Dizhou Sun

Supply Chain and Logistics Technology
Meng Gao
Ravi Shankar Harirharan
David Kedrick Kee
Du Ngoc Le
Elizabeth A. Michael
Yevgeniy Perminov
Jeremy Phillips
Maria Fernanda Quezadas Cortes
Kerri Robert Spears

Technology Project Management
Cesar Andres Felizzola
Jamie Lynn Ferguson
Namrata Anthony Gonsalves
Bharati Goyal
Jose Balbino Luna
Fabiana Yasbel Manzo
Mauricio Meo
Swati Ashok Mohite
Gregory Alan Strube
Hrishikesh Thaker
Sri Harsha Varada

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Engineering Technology Department

Biotechnology
Youssef Allam
Vanessa Camacho
Ashish Vinod Damania
Ryan Evan Fissell
Woedem Dolfi Abla Gomez
Denise Martinez
Kimdung Th Nguyen
Karen Perez
Brian Stanley Polcar

Computer Engineering Technology
Yanelli Alcantar
Minela Bajrovic
Karl Joseph Bates
Luis Alberto Garcia
Jason Anthony Gibb
Ryan Jacob Gill
Brenda Gonzalez
Jose Omar Gonzalez
Marcos A. Land
Francisco J. Martinez
Sandra E. Omoruyi
Nydia Janet Segura-Reyna
Jeffrey Seto
Jordan Alan Smith
Anthony Anhton Tran
Dustin Matthew Williams
Ruochen Xin
Joaho Wilfredo Zamora

Construction Management
Crystal Andrea Canval
Wesley Barrett Chandler
Edward Franz Chavez
Leyder V. Cuellar
Chas Elliot Dille
Eric Ryan Donath
Brandon Matthew Dylewski
Ezekiel Escareno
Luis Javier Figueroa
Steven Andrew Garcia
Samuel Edvin Gobin
Jorge Enrique Gonzalez
Kiel Wayne Hawkins

Electrical Power Engineering Technology
Raunak Pankaj Amin
Mahmmed Ali Assaf
Michael Alexander Castellvi
Robert Omojade Ehiemua
Misael Gonzalez
Mubashir Uddin Mohammed
Hao Quang Ngo
Vimukthi Keshan Perera
Phong Paul Pham
Anil Sam

Mechanical Engineering Technology
Abraham Alba
Jonathan Thomas Allen
Andre E. Ceasar
Leonardo Chica
Gary R. Clayton
Gary Weston Coring
Julio Alberto Cornejo
Richard Garland Dornier
Chris William Fitchett
Brijesh M. Gajjar
Marcus A. Gamino
Iain James Higham
Daniel Hur
Kamran Huseyin
Edgar Ismael Infante
Christopher Shaquoc Lin
Juan J. Lopez

* Potential Summa Cum Laude - Potential Magna Cum Laude - Potential Cum Laude - Banner Bearer (highest GPA in college)
Candidates for graduation
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Emelkin Lozano
Manuel Mendoza
Bryan Tam Nguyen
David M. Nguyen
Gustavo Coelho Oliveira
Rajan K. Patel
Dung Nguyen Pham
Cesar Rendon Jr.

Surveying Engineering Technology
Jonny M. Bolivar
Rafael Gonzalez
Jose Miguel Guajardo
Cody Ryan Miller
Alberto Jonathan Perez Jr.
Patrick S. Rodriguez
David Martin Roe
Haydeee Jazmin Ruiz

Human Development and Consumer Sciences Department
Human Resource Development
Tam Thanh Nguyen
Erika Rangel

Retailing and Consumer Science
Joel Morrison Ansley
Eboni Pearl Ball
Lannya A. Batiste
Jasmine Bombaywala
Toby Aaron Castro
Kimberly Irene Cegielski
Estela Cisneros
Delena Dominique Dally
Kimberlee Erin Davis
Marquen Eric Dawson
Ann Jeanette Dimas
Julia Gonzalez
Mercedes Grande
Maureen Monica Guzman
Belinda Hernandez
Christopher Adam Hoeller
Pooja Kabotra
Gina S. Liberato
Radhika O. Lohiya
Katy Beth Loucks
Della E. Macias
Julie Katherine Marin
Andres Eduardo Marmol
Calixto A. Mejia II
Kristin Carolyn Miller
Nereida Marie Moreno
Lien Nguon Huynh Nguyen

Tram N. Nguyen
Zachary Sinclair Nunn
Lauren Elizabeth Olsby
Cynthia Le Petzinger
Jordan Taylor Price
Stephanie Ramos
Vanessa R. Ross
Angelina A. Sanabria
Camille Labree Simmons
Eddie Smith Jr.
Dominique-Danielle Shana Spurlock
Isiaha R. Sweeney
Michone Tiara Taylor
Irene Teniente
Alexis Villavicencio

Information and Logistics Technology Department
Computer Information Systems
Andriano Eustaquio Balajadia
Dylan Michael Fowles
Christopher Wayne Francis
Chase V. Garcia
Joshua Davis Gilliam
Ming Ji
Jabarri Johnson
Hani Aslam Khan
Hoang Minh Nguyen
Eber G. Ochoa
Masae N. Patrick
German Romero
Michael Gabriel Runfola
Luis Jose Saldana
Laticia R. Washington
William Edward Zolandz

Digital Media
Kevena Dominique Hammond
Katie Marie Kornahrens
Kyla Uyen Nguyen

Organizational Leadership and Supervision
Jameisha Mikhaila Rene Alexander
Thomas Lee Bordelon
Bryan James Brown
Courtney Laine Broz
Andrew James Byers
Michael Brent Cannata
Michael James Cooley
Ryan Michael Davis
Casey Lee Deaton
Denise Yvonne Duncan
Gibson Ernest
Robert Patrick Hayley
Terence Keith Higgins
Chien C. Huynh
Thanh Huu Huynh
Nadine Chander Kaloni
Nezir Lupic
Iryna J. Marchenko
Hebah S. Memon

An P. Nguyen
Trang Thi Mai Nguyen
Melissa Lynn Pappert
Glenn Alan Ratzel
Kevin B. Ray
Jonathan Roper Sutcliffe
Leslie Farley Taborda
Phillip Tran
Jonathan Andrew Whitmarsh
William Wicks
Jason L. Wunderlich

Supply Chain and Logistics Technology
Ryan Tyler Billing
Jason E. Bingham
Gilbert Capelo
Francisco Gerardo Carranza Villarreal
Carlos Manuel Cartagena
David R. Cenac
Graylon Coney
Victor Cortez-Cantu
Michael W. Delong
Paulo Cesar Hernandez
Justin L. Doty
Tony Ray Hirzel
Robert Vaughn Hutchins
Daisy Lezama
David James Lynch
Stephany Marcucci
Jonathan Alexander Mata
Sandra Aide Medina
Hai Nguyen
Matthew Minh Nguyen
Jeremiah Pascual
Jonathan Patino
Melina Ramos
Jessica Rattani
Francisco Javier Rodriguez
Sergio Salazar
Mariana Solis
Viet Tong Quoc Thai
Riddhi Trivedi
David Nathan Viera
Jonathan Charles Werner
GRADUATES
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Engineering Technology Department
Biotechnology
Nora Kusay Al-Jumah
Rincymol Chacko Mathai ³

Computer Engineering Technology
Joel D. Mundt

Construction Management
Priscilla Avila
Angela Raecheel Cooper
Osvaldo Luna ³

Mechanical Engineering Technology
Phillip G. Chow ²
Issiah Athanasio Mgendi
Edward Pena

Survey Engineering Technology
Charles Lynn Jurica ³

Human Development and
Consumer Sciences Department
Retailing and Consumer Science
Terrence C. Banks
Taylor Nicole Norman
Kimberly Samara Rampersad
Jennifer Serrano
Chien Pei Crystal Yang

Information and Logistics
Technology Department
Computer Information Systems
Baronist Eudora Adams ³
Rafael C. Arroyo ³
Diana Gonzalez
Joshua Paul Harris ²
Bennie Lee Lunsford III ²
Hafeez Aly Momin
Hoang Dinh Nguyen ²
Nathan W. Piercy
Tyler James Pruss ³
Siddarth Rajagopalan
Alex Jerry Silva
Jacovy Ryan Vanderbrown

Digital Media
Leslie Althea Lawrence

Organizational Leadership and Supervision
Jose Luis Breton
Kathleen E. Coleman ¹
Matthew Robinson
Tara L. Terrell

Supply Chain and Logistics Technology
Aurthur Jeffery Garcia
Matthew Gorree Herring
Jose Manuel Ortega
Jorge Alberto Reyes Jr.
Anthony Ray Temple ²

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Engineering Technology
Mustafa Bayraktar
Aparna Dilip Kulkarni
Bekir Sahin
Keerthikumar Ravi Sangeetham
Haiyan Zhang

Human Resource Development
Dayna Michelle Lloyd
Shalimar D. Sonnier
Tram Thi-My Tran

Information Systems Security
Swetha Garimella

Technology Project Management
Khalid Walid Esmail
THE HONORS COLLEGE

The Honors College at the University of Houston offers students special opportunities to develop their academic abilities. Students who complete the Honors College curriculum (36 hours) and complete a senior honors thesis graduate with University Honors with Honors in Major, the highest distinction that an undergraduate can earn at the University of Houston. Students who complete the Honors College curriculum and elect not to complete a senior honors thesis graduate with University Honors.

Students graduate with Collegiate Honors either by fulfilling the requirements for the honors program in the college of their major, including 21 hours of honors courses; or by completing an Honors College minor; or by completing 21 hours of approved honors courses. If students also complete a senior honors thesis, they graduate with Collegiate Honors with Honors in Major.

Students who affiliate with the Honors College during their undergraduate years and complete fewer than 21 hours of honors courses graduate with Membership in the Honors College. If students also complete a senior honors thesis and fulfill the requirements of their major with distinction, they graduate with Membership in the Honors College with Honors in Major.

The roster of graduates and candidates for graduation does not include the names of those students who chose to withhold information under the Federal Education Rights and Privacy Act.
THE HONORS COLLEGE

C. T. BAUER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

University Honors with Honors in Major
Alexandria N. Nguyen
Sarika Paiyush Patel

University Honors
Asmita J. Ali
Whitney Paige Collins
Christina Marie Coryea
Rolla Y. Day
Francis Dorrego
Tatiana Kazansky
Mehwish Nasir
Sanjay Mark Reddy
Kyrie Leigh Ruiz
Anthony Aiken Sicignano
Rzan Swaidan

Membership in The Honors College
Shirin Hasan

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

University Honors with Honors in Major
Melissa Jo Hamilton

University Honors
Meaghan Ashley Mengler

Collegiate Honors
Thika Nam-Giao Tran

CULLEN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

University Honors
Azizah Mohamed
John Truong

Membership in The Honors College
Walter Barta
Calvin Chan
Erick Quiroga

CONRAD N. HILTON COLLEGE OF HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT

Membership in The Honors College
Esther Kolokoff

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

University Honors with Honors in Major
Janet Dowden
Aliah Jahan-Tigh
Geneva Jahan-Tigh

University Honors
Jennifer Agbu
Edith Gonzalez
Galina Hodges
Terence Narcisse
Viet Nguyen
William Nichols
Nicolete Oladipo
Andrea Platt
Sarah Townsend
Samantha Walker
Robert Welch
Erin Werner

Collegiate Honors
Michelle Antosh
Kelsey Bevel

Membership in The Honors College
Jesse Durain
Allison Rogers

COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS

University Honors with Honors in Major
Stephanie Fuentes

University Honors
Kristopher Heidorn
Andrew Kerekgyarto
Joshua Park
Michael Slater
Kristin Tang
Sally Ziatabar

Collegiate Honors
Ross Watson

Membership in The Honors College
Taylor Hribek
Stephen Tam
Sue Yi

COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY

Honors in Major
Kevin Smith

Membership in The Honors College with Honors in Major
Leonardo Chica
Marcus Gamino
December 2011

Dear University of Houston Graduate,

You have succeeded and your mission has been accomplished! Let me start by extending well-deserved congratulations to you, your family and friends who supported you during your time at UH. From this place and time, you will follow the path of more than 220,000 alumni who have walked before you as you pursue new professional and personal goals. In everything you do, in all that you will undoubtedly accomplish, your pride is shared by the entire Cougar Nation.

On behalf of the Board of Directors of the University of Houston Alumni Association, I encourage you to become a member of the alumni association. The cost is only $20. That’s a special discounted rate reserved only for new graduates, but if you sign up by December 31, 2011, you will get a further discounted rate of $10. To join, visit www.HoustonAlumni.com.

Joining, however, is only the first step. We need alumni who are active, we need alumni who are involved, and we need alumni who take advantage of their many membership benefits: show up to one of our networking events and maybe find a new job or a new client; stop by the alumni tailgate before football games to enjoy free food and drink; submit a class note for publication in UH Alumni Quarterly; or use your membership card to purchase discounted tickets to events at the Moores School of Music. Also, as a new grad, you are entitled to short-term medical insurance discounts. We make it easy for you to be an active Cougar.

It's worth noting that your membership also helps UH achieve Tier One status. Alumni participation is one of the categories that the Higher Education Coordinating Board considers when issuing Tier One funding. So not only will you receive the many membership perks, but you’ll also help put dollars back into the university – dollars to fund scholarships, dollars to hire exceptional faculty, and dollars to upgrade the image and face of our institution.

Allow me to leave you with this parting advice: keep your Cougar connection strong! Whether your destiny takes you around the corner or around the world, always remember that you’re a Cougar, and always show it. UHAA membership is one of the best ways to do that, and we promise to make you as proud of your alma mater as we already are proud of you.

With best wishes,

Ricky A. Raven (‘83, JD ’86)
Chair, Board of Directors
University of Houston Alumni Association
SPECIAL THANKS

A SPECIAL THANKS TO THE COMMENCEMENT VOLUNTEERS THAT ASSIST IN MAKING THIS TIME-HONORED EVENT POSSIBLE.

C. T. BAUER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Joanna Arnold
Rima Altar
Sara Brown
Jeff Brown
Annie Butler
Erica Cassilas
Avani Dave
Kathy Dominguez
Ian Fullmer
Patricia Garza
Sarah Gnospelius
Mary Gould
Terrolyn Gunter
Jonathan Hill
Britney Hudson
Anesia Lamont
Anne Ness
Marian Newman
Joel Pearson
Dalia Pineda
Michelle Poulard
Karina Pulido
Jeffrey Ramberg
Sergio Romo
Saruyu Sundar
Ramona Taylor
Amy Tran
Julia Treviño
Chris Turner
Aracely Villalpando
Kathryn Wheatley
Joyce Williams
Fallon Wilson
Tiffany Woods
Tanieka Young

CULLEN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

MyTrang Baccam
Debbie Boyer
Laura Christian
Elizabeth Coffee
Zulie Flores
Kenneth Garcia
Sharon Gates
Jane Geanangel
Sharon Hall
Loretta Herbek
Zaniffa Jan
Trina Johnson
Anisa Karim
Shirley Mate
Becky Mobley
Courtney Palmer
Janice Quiroz-Perez
Rudy Razo
Rachel Richardson
Monica Sanchez
Lesley Sisk
Anne Sturm
Stella Vasquez
Stephanie Woods

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Michelle Buhr
Rodger Burke
Chrisdolyn Dawson
Sophia Flot-Warner
Freda Franklin
Nina Howard
Adrian Husband
Mary Bess Kelley
David Laurence
Velvette Laurence
Jose Martinez
George McCready
Lena Mitchell
Kathy Patnaude
Rebecca Perez
Daniel Pineda
Michelle Pflair
Michael Rapp
Renee Rattelade
Bernice Roberts
Tim Rosas
Margaret Spangler
Holly Sweet
Renee Taylor
Eleanor Weaver
Anitra Wright
Megan Wright
Jeylan Yassin
Kimberly Zainfeld
Jessica Zorola

CONRAD N. HILTON COLLEGE OF HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT

Danny Arocha
Miguel Cabrera
Jeremy L. Dafoe
Mary Douglas
Kevin Simon
Halle Stout
SPECIAL THANKS

COLLEGE OF
LIBERAL ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Karina Acuna
Nakia Alexander
Maira Artola
Wayne Ashley
Todd Boutte
Cindy Bowden
Amanda Bruce
Cagney Cade
Jyoti Cameron
Linda Canales
Amanda Clay
Tamara Cobb
Donald Compton
Kim Cooks
Ariana Corey
Lesley Dabney
Mary Daniels
Linda Davis
Kristin Deville
Marion Foley
Debra Frazier
Richard Frazier
Jennifer Glickman
Doug Goldberg
Sandra Gold-Singleton
Alma Gonzalez
Janie Graham
Salma Haji
Susan Haught
Martha Hayes
Irfan Husain
Erika Jimenez
Luther Johnson
Dellarece Jones
Jennifer Lazzaro
Tiffany Thao Le
Chadi Lewis
Lorena Lopez
Erin Major
Edward Manouelian
Anna Marchese
Jeanette Martinez
Jennifer Meeks
Adelaida Mendoza
Helen Meza
Maxine Moore Allen
María Moreno
Stacia Morgan
Yolanda Moss
Lupe Muñoz
Lauren Neely
Phuong Nguyen
Kendra Nowlin
Landis Odoms
Amber Pozo
Amy Ramirez
Rebeca Reyes
Sylvia Rodriguez
Norma Sides
Anjana Singhal
Rose Smith
Samantha Stark
Juanita Terrell
Jessica Torres
Jackie Vela
Michael Vidrine
Jessica Wheeler
Tom Whitley
Kimberly Williams
Christina Williams
Christine Womack
Barbara Woodward
Carrie Young
Orlando Zamora
Melody Lindley
Melissa Lowrey
David Maner
Thomas Markovich
Sylvia Marshall
Víctor Mbachu
Andrew Mbiam
Syd Monroe
Heather Moore
Pam Muscarello
Mary Myles
Kevin Nguyen
Mai Nguyen
Vilinh Nguyen
Annie Pyih
Amanda Paul
Anna Primiano
Dawneille Prince- Parks
Nashid Shirinha
Mohamad Shirali
Tristan Sims
Kalyn Yendell
Athena Zhang

COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
Cherie Acosta
Catrina Ballard
Luz Banda
Aaron Bishop
Lisa Burns
Carmen Carter
Eduardo Cortes
Raven Crowder
Carlo Deason
Katherine Frazier
Jasmine Harrison
Kyle Johnson
Marilyn Jones
May Lew
Becky Mobley
Lois Nichols
Elizabeth Reilly
Tiffany Roosa
Ruba Shaikh
Van Stevens
Gordon Taylor
Maylin Thanudape
AUTOGRAPHS AND MEMORIES